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ABSTRACT

Some territories of Iraq, particularly the Sawad,

were conquered hy the Muslim army, for the first time, du¬

ring the time of Caliph Abu Bakr. He did not establish

"permanent" administration there, but levied only the "jizya",

a fixed sum paid annually by the "dhimmis", according to the

agreed treaty. All the territories conquered by force of

arms, during his time, were divided according to the law of

war-booty (ghanlma).

When Iraq was conquered by the Muslim army, at the

time of cUmar, he made a new policy or rule regarding "al-

ghanima" (booty of war conquered by force of arms). He

decided to leave the lands to their original owners and im¬

posed upon them the "kharaj" and the "jizya". Not only the
M Q

"kharaj" and the "jizya" were imposed but Umar also extend¬

ed the imposition of taxation to "cushr", and double the

rate of the "zaka" imposed on the Christians of Banu Taghlib.

cUmar believed that the establishment of administra¬

tion in Iraq, was the only way to ensure that income from
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the taxes entered, the treasury of the Islamic State. Thus,

the governor, the higher officers and other officers, inclu¬

ding the local people such as "al-dahaqin", were appointed

by Umar in order to run the administrative machinery parti¬

cularly in the administration of taxation. The tax depart¬

ment which handled this operation, also established by cUmar,
followed the Sassanian's tax department pattern, but its fun¬

ction was not real as we had expected. Apart from, the "dl-

wan", cUmar also got some ideas from the practice of the Sa-

ssanian regimes before him, when he introduced the tax system,

particularly the "misaha system" Cthe land tax based on the

measured acreage).

The Muslim Jurists, in the second century in parti¬

cular, devoted much attention in discussion not only to the

decision of cUmar regarding the immovable booty of the Sawad,

but also to the imposition of the taxes on the people there.

Besides the Qur*an, some of them based their "fiqh" on the

practice of '"Umar as an argument but others preferred the

Hadlth of the Prophet, when, they came to discuss a certain
••

aspect of the Islamic tax system.

The study consists of three chapters. Chapter one
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deals with the conquest of Iraq. In this chapter the dis-

cussion is concerned with how Umar conquered Iraq, his po¬

licy regarding the immovable property and the explanation

of terms "al-fay,n and "al-ghanima". Chapter two deals

with the administration of taxation. In this chapter the

discussion focuses on the operation of the administration

of taxation during the time of cUmar and the regimes before

him. Finally, chapter three deals with the imposition of

the taxes on the people of Iraq; the "kharaj", the "jizya",

the ,,cushr" and other taxes. This chapter also discusses

the opinion of the Muslim Jurists regarding the imposition

of these taxes.
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INTRODUCTION

This dissertation will deal with the various aspects

of taxation which was practised by cUmar in Iraq during the

first century of Islam. The discussion will concentrate on

the administration and the imposition of taxes, such as the

"kharaj", the "jizya", the ,,cushr" and so on, and mainly deals

with the "dhimmis".

My discussion is not concerned with the imposition

of "zaka"" on the Muslims of Iraq considered as a religious

due on the Muslim citizens only.

Over the centuries, the Muslim Jurists and historians

devoted much attention to discussing Umar's practice which

some of them considered a unique case within the framework of

taxation permitted by the "sharica". However, the majority

of them in their way of approaching of it did not pay much

attention to the precise use of certain terms, which deal with

the practice. This circumstance caused some of their reports

regarding this matter to be unclear. For example, the use

of two terms of different meanings, sometimes in one phrase,
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such as the term "al-sulh" and "al-Canwa", or the use of
• •

one term but frequently with more than one meaning or of a

term synonymous with other terms such as "kharaj" and "jizya".

As one of the aims of my dissertation, I try to

clarify the use of these terms by the Jurists.

In this dissertation, I will also discuss the practice

of the regimes before Umar particularly the Sassanian rulers.

It is generally known that the people of Iraq had paid certain

taxes and dues to their kings before the Muslims came to Iraq.

This will inform us how far cUmar employed or followed the

administration of taxation which had been practised before him,

or made changes or introduced new methods of taxation.

Finally, the dissertation will discuss the opinions

of the Muslim Jurists - how far they disagree and why they

disagree with the practice of cUmar. The Caliph cUmar mainly

used his opinion when dealing with the imposition of taxation

in Iraq. Sometimes, his practice is not in line with the

Hadlth of the Prophet. This situation does not escape the
•

attention of the Jurists.
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The practice of cUmar in respect to the taxation of

Iraq does not mean that the same practice was adopted by him

in other provinces, because the Arabs did one thing in Egypt,

another thing in Khurasan and another in Syria.



CHAPTER I

THE CONQUEST OF IRAQ,.

I.I; The Type Of Conquest.

The conquest of Iraq by the Muslims actually involved

three phases^^ The first phase of the conquest began with

the arrival in Iraq of Khalid b. al-Walid during the time of

Abu Bakr. According to Donner, the Caliph Abu Bakr decided

to interfere in the political affairs of Iraq., by sending for¬

ces under Khalid b» al-Walld and other generals there, from

his desire to complete the process of state consolidation over

the tribes of Arabia that had been undertaken during the "ridda"

war, rather than from some specific commercial, religious, or

(2.)
even military interest in Iraq itself; The extension of

Islamic State control and the propagation of the Islamic mis¬

sion was regarded as an obligation on the Muslim ruler to

continue what had been done by the Prophet in accordance with

the will of God. Theoretically Muslims are under the obliga¬

tion (fard) to engage in Holy War until infidels have accepted

Islam or the status of "dhimmis"!^ This is clearly stated

in the Qur*an. God said;
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^ J ^ J ^ v^..^ * ^ \S J —' ~s _s _/

^uij\ vJ^1 ^ L*.? ^yj..>-
. \^J>* yS\~P JU ^jJr "fo ^_3°"

"Fight those who believe not in God nor the

Last Day, nor hold that forbidden which hath
been forbidden by God and His Apostle, nor

acknowledge the Religion of Truth, (even if

they are) of the people of the Book, until

they pay the jizya with willing submission,
(5)

and feel themselves subdued".

According to Mujahid, the verse above was revealed

when the Prophet asked the Muslims to make war on the Jews in

the War of Tabuk^f^

In order to fulfil this obligation, Abu Bakr chose

Khalid b« al-Walid, the Victorious Commander who had supp¬

ressed the rebels of the "ridda", to march into Iraq from his

position in Eastern Arabia and campaign in the districts lying
(7)

West of the Euphrates, on the desert fringes of the alluvium; ''

Before Khalid made a raid on any of those districts, he nor¬

mally gave to their inhabitants three choices: conversion,
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payment of tribute (jizya) or the decision of war!^ Khalid

and his army did not meet with any resistance from the in¬

habitants of those towns, and some of them agreed to make a

treaty with Khalid, such as the people of al-Hxra,. where Iyas,

b. Qabisa, the royal governor, agreed to pay a fixed tribute
•>

(9)
of 90,000 "dirhams" annually; In other versions the amount

is stated, to have been 100,000, 80,000 and 70,000 "dirhams"

There are different report from the Muslim Jurists

and historians regarding the towns involved in Khalid's cam¬

paign in Iraq which began in 12 A.H. (A.D. 633)• According

to al-Baladhurx, the towns involved in Khalid's campaign were

al-Hxra, al-'Ubulla, Banqiya, CAin Tamar, 'Ullays, al-Anbar,
»

Zandaward and others!*"'"^ However, according to some reports

only al-Hira and CAin Tamar were involved in Khalid's campaign,
— c

whereas the town of Banqiya was conquered by Jarir b. Abdul-

lah and the town of 'Ullays was conquered by Abu Ubaydal

Al-Tabar£, on the other hand said that the towns which were

involved in Khalid's campaign were al-Hxra, Barusma, 'Ullays,

Banqiya, al-Anbar, cAin Tamar, al-Madhar, al-Walxja, Daumatu
— - - — — — (13)

al-Jundal, Dhat al-Salasil, Amghxshiya, Badaqla and others;

Khalid's activity there lasted from about the early months of
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A.H. 12/ late spring of A.D. 633 until Muharram, A.H. I3/April,

A.D. 634(^

The second phase of conquest was in Central Iraq_.

It began some time after the death of Abu Bakr and the acces¬

sion of cUmar b. al-Khattab (A.H.13 - 23/ A.D. 634 - 644).
• •

This phase of conquest was still a continuation of the ex¬

tension of Islamic State control over the Arab tribes and to

propagate the Islamic mission. Beside this, cUmar saw that

the unity of the Muslim army as well was an important factor

in consolidating Islamic power in order to diffuse the Islam¬

ic mission in Iraq. This can be seen from cUmar's decision

not to divide the immovable property of the Sawad of Iraq

among the Victorious army. If he had done so, there would

have been a lack of income, from "kharaj" and "jizya", to

support the Muslim army in the frontier-province of Iraq and

it was possible that the enemy would come back to recapture

the province from the Muslims. This situation did not happen

when Khalid b. al-Walld made conquests in the first phase,

during the time of Abu Bakr, because the Arabs had not thou¬

ght to set up a permanent administration, and had no plan
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for dealing with the peasants and estates. According to

Dennett, Khalid's idea about the government was very ele¬

mentary and he organised governments only of certain muni¬

cipalities with dahaqin as tax-collecting agencies for the
(15) -

Islamic State; It might be that Khalid did not receive

any direct order from Abu Bakr, during his conquests, to

establish a permanent Islamic administration in those pro¬

vinces. Dennett, however, asserted that the Muslim army

at that time was very small and the objective was booty.

Furthermore, Khalid had the example of the Prophet who had

made terms with Yuhanna b. Ru ba* chief of 'Ayla, on the

basis that 300 "dinars" would be paid annually from a tax

of one "dinar" on each of the 300 male adults^J^

To fulfil that intention cUmar decided on sending

a modest force from Medina to reinforce the Muslims in Iraq

who had been weakened by the departure of Khalid and his

troop. cUmar chose Abu cUbayd b* Mascud al-Thaqafi to lead

the force and put Muthanna's troop in Central Iraq under the

overall command of Abu cUbayd. Eventually, these troops

were engaged by a sizable Persian army, which defeated them

at the battle of the Bridge at al-Qarqas, causing great los-
(17)

ses among the Muslims.
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The third phase of conquest in Central Iraq began

some time after the disaster at the battle of the Bridge,
c *
Umar sent two troops of reinforcement to Central Iraq. The

first was led by Jarlr b. cAbdullah al-Bajali to support

al-Muthanna but his presence does not seem to have effective¬

ly altered the strategic situation in Iraq. It was follow¬

ed by a large second troop under the command of SaCd b* Abi

Waqqas, which moved to the fringe of Central Iraq where it

took up a position at al-Qadisiyya and awaited the arrival

of the Persian army led by Rustam. The Sassanian army was

very large and far outnumbered the Muslims' but they were

defeated by SaCd's army^®^

The defeat of the Per-sian at al-Qadisiyya and the

occupation of al-Mada'in by the Muslims was a turning point

in the struggle for control of the rich alluvium of Central

Iraq;, and they rapidly consolidated their control over it.

The Caliph cUmar ordered SaCd to leave the immovable booty

such as lands to the original owners,, and imposed the "kharaj"

(land tax) on their lands and "jizya" (poll tax) on their

heads^)

The conquest of Southern Iraq began some time after
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Khalid left this region. Suwayd b. Qutba, the guardian of

the Muslims' interests there realised the weak condition of

Persian defences in Southern Iraq. CUmar dispatched a force

under CUtba b. Ghazwan at the request of Suwayd. Together

they reportedly made a raid on the countryside in Southern Iraq

eventually capturing al-'Ubulla and penetrating into the Ahwaz.

district at the head of the Persian Gulf. CUtba died during
_ _ Qhis trip to Medina and was replaced by al-Mughira b. Shu ba

al-Thaqafi who continued the campaign in Southern Iraq until

his replacement. His successor, Abu Musa al- AshCarI, com¬

pleted the conquest of Southern Iraql^^

According to some of the Muslim Jurists and historians
- (21)

Sawad of Iraq was conquered by force, except the towns of

al-Hira, Banqiya and 'Ullays. The people of al-Hira made a
• •

treaty with Khalid, and the people of Banqiya and 'Ullays made

a treaty with Abu cUbaida and Jarlr b. cAbdullah.Al-

Baladhurx, however, reported that the people of Banqiya, 'Ullay

and cAin Tamar had made a treaty with Khalid.(^3) Furthermore

the towns of al-Anbar, al-Hulwan and Qarmasin as well, accor-

ding to him, were conquered by treatyi^^ Some report said
c C 2.5)

that Ain Tamar was conquered by force;
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Al-Tabari, on the other hand, reported that the towns

of Banqiya, Barusma, 'Ullays, al-Hira and al-Anbar were conque-

red by Khalid by treaty (sulh)^^ The other reports said
• •

that there was no treaty with the people of the Sawad and they
(27) -

were subjected to the victor's decision . Imam Abu Hanifa

said that the Sawad was conquered by force and its lands were
(28 ^

left in the ownership of their original owners ,

Imam al-ShafiGI, on the other hand, said that the

question whether the Sawad was conquered by force of arms, or

acquired through treaty cannot positively be settled in view

of the many contradictory "hadiths" bearing on the matter.

Moreover, he added that he did not know just what to say con¬

cerning the Sawad of Iraq, but his guess is "near to knowledge".

However, he strongly inclines to accept certain "hadiths" ac-

cording to which, immediately after the conquest of the Sawad,

one-fourth of it was divided among one-fourth of the army who

received the rentals 3~k years until the Caliph cUmar, by of¬

fering proper compensation, obtained their consent to the re¬

turn of the lands in order that they might be made "waqf" for

the benefit of all Muslims

It could be said that the majority of the Muslim
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Jurists held that some of the territories of Iraq, were

conquered by force ( anwa) and some of them were conquered

by treaty (sulh), hut the terms "sulh" and ,,Canwa" which
• • • •

were mentioned in some reports seem to be unclearl^^ It

seemed that Sayf b.. cUmar frequently used these two terms

together in a passage when he reported the conquest of the

Sawad. For example, he reported that the Sawad was conque¬

red by l|Canwa" and its inhabitants were offered a "sulh" and
• •

they accepted it.^*^ Sometimes Sayf reported only that the

Sawad was conquered by force* However, on other occasions

he reported that only Kusro and his family were not included

in the "sulh" between the Muslims and the people of the Sa¬

lt seemed that there is no distinction between

these two terms. However, it is possible that the term
Q

"sulh" which occured in some passages with the term " anwa",

means a common type of "surrender".



1.2: The Policy Regarding Immovable Property.

When the fertile lands of Iraq were conquered by the

Muslim army in the second and third phases, the soldiers

clamoured for the distribution among them of the booty, which

included land, in accordance with the Muslim law of war-booty.

SaGd, the commander of the Muslim army, wrote inform¬

ing ctJmar of the spoils which God had given the Muslims, of

the terms of peace which the people of the conquered countries

had been offered, and of the request of the Muslims that he

distribute among them as war-booty the cities and their in¬

habitants and lands with their trees and cultivation. He

added that he had refused to do so until he had written to

cUmar for his opinion!"'"^ cUmar replied that Sacd should

leave the immovable property to its original owners, and im-
(2)

pose upon them the "kharaj" . This case was a question

of how to treat the conquered territory, which was not clear,

and was a cause for discussion and disputation in very early

Islam. The practice of the Prophet had apparently left the

the matter undecided. For he had sometimes distributed the

conquered land among the victorious army as booty, and on
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other occasions he had not only allowed the vanquished, their

freedom but did not touch their property either. The cases

in which the Prophet redistributed conquered land were the

cases of Banu al-Nadfr and Banu Qurayza. Both these tribes
• •

of Medina had fought against the Prophet and capitulated after

a siege^^

There were various reports regarding the case of the

Jews of Khaybar. Al-Baladhurl, in some reports, said that

the Prophet had agreed to let them stay on their lands as

lessees and regarded that land as what God had determined

for theml^ However, according to the other reports, the
(5)

Prophet had divided the booty of Khaybar;

In the case of Fadak, it was said that the Prophet

treated it. like Khaybar, or alternatively that it was the

personal property of the Prophet and his relatives, in part,
(6)

or in whole;

Abu Yusuf reported that some of the companions of

the Prophet, such as Bilal b. Rabah, al-Zubayr b. al-CAwwam
and cAbdul Rahman b. cAwf, disagreed with the decision of

cUmar when he consulted them for their opinions. However,
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some of them, such as CAli b. Abl Talib, cUthman b. cAffan,
c c (7)Talha and Ibn Umar, agreed with Umar's decision. It

• •

was said that cUmar had intended to distribute the Sawad of

Iraq amongst the Muslims, so he ordered them to calculate it

and he found that a man would get two or three agricultural

workers (as slaves), but he did not distribute it when he
/ Q \

had consulted the companions of the Prophet.

The opposition to cUmar's decision was based on the

practice of the Prophet in relation to Khaybar. The Muslim

army and some of the companions of the Prophet regarded the

practice as a binding precedent which every Muslim ruler

should follow. The other reason was that Iraq was conquer¬

ed by force, so that it should be divided in accordance with

the Muslim law of war-booty (ghanima) which was based on the

divine verse of al-Qur'an, where God said:

'

o'' * v••

"You should know that whatever booty you

acquired, to God belongs its fifth portion
and to the Prophet, the near relations, the

(9)
orphans, the poor and to the way-farers".
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According to the law of war-booty one-fifth should go to

those persons whom. God mentioned in the above verse, and

the remaining four-fifths should go to the Muslim army who

took part in the war.

Finally, after long discussion and argument, and

after cUmar had convinced them with several arguments, the

opposition agreed to accept cUmar's decision.

Firstly, cUmar's decision was based on the verses

of the Qur'an, where God said:^1*^ ^ X \j,
, ' J.

• • • O!1-?

t

■ • • <uih

x • v*-— —j * r ' m

w

... jju ^3 W >*vj

"What God has bestowed on His Apostle land

taken away, from the people of the townships,-
belongs to God, - to His Apostle and to Kind¬
red and orphans, the needy and the way-farer ..."
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"(some part is due) to the indigent Muhajirs
those who are expelled from their homes and
their property, while seeking grace from God..."

"But those who before them, had homes (in Medina)
and had adopted the faith, - show their affection
to such as came to them for refuge ..."

"And those who came after them ..."

pUmar argued that the verse 7 referred to what God

had given to the Muslims of the spoils from the people of

towns and cities. The verse 8 and 9 above referred to the

"Muhajirun" and "Ansar" and that verse 10 referred to the

sons of Adam, white and black, which God had included among

the recipients of those spoils until the Last Day. If he

distributed those spoils among those who were present, there

would not be anything left for those who would come after

them, whereas these latter had a right to those spoils pro¬

vided by God in His Holy Book. Abu Yusuf illustrated the

opinion of cUmar like this:

"I have not troubled you to share in my trust
of your affairs, which I have borne, for I
am one like any one of you and you are going
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to determine the truth today. I do not

intend that you should follow my opinion.
You have the Book from God with you that

speaks the truth. By God, if I have spoken
about a thing on which I intend to act. I
do not intend but to act in accordance with

the truth"I115

Umar*s second reason was the unity of the Muslim

army. ^mar regarded this factor as very important, because

if he distributed those fertile lands of Iraq as spoils, the

Muslim army would concentrate on cultivating the lands which

would offer them more income. This would leave them in small

groups scattered all over the Sawad and they could forget their

responsibilities to defend the frontier. On the other hand,

there would not be a consolidated group of the Muslim army

which always controlled the movement of enemies. Therefore

it could be possible for the enemies to recapture the provinces

from the Muslims. On the other hand, if he did not distri¬

bute the immovable property and left it to their original

owners to work on, this could bring in more income, from the

"kharaj" (land tax) to the Islamic State, and it could be used
(12)to support the unity of the army at the frontier; Further¬

more, if he distributed that land, it would deprive the state
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of that income necessary for the pensioning of the Muslims,

the poor, and their posterity (Q:59,IO). Also, this state

income could be used as stipends for the Muslim army, the

companions of the Prophet and all the Muslim community.

The third reason for not distributing the property

was the distance of the Sawad from Medina, the centre of

the Muslim army. If cUmar divided those lands among them,

it was possible that they would leave their lands because

of lack of experience in agriculture. Furthermore, they

could face difficulties because of the distance from the

centre, and it was always possible that the Caliph might

call them to join the Muslim army to raid the rest of Iraq.

The fourth reason was that it could be more advanta¬

geous for the next generation of the Muslim community.

cUmar, when he proposed this reason, saw that the inhabitants

could provide subsistence for the Muslim community who had

immigrated into the Sawad of Iraq, as long as they lived and

had a treaty with them, and the next generation of the Muslims

would use this advantage to survive and establish a consolid¬

ated Muslim administration and community there.

The fifth reason was concerning the importance of the
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majority. If cUmar distributed that immovable property,

only one-fifth would go to the "Bayt al-Mal"(state treasury)

and the remaining, four-fifths would go to the Muslim, army

who took part in the war. However, CUmar decided the Sawad

was to be declared "fay*" (waqf) for all the Muslim community.

They and the next generation as well could enjoy this revenue

as long as they lived. cUmar is claimed to have said:

"If I distribute it, there would not have
been left anything for those who would come

after you (the Muslim army and some of the
companions of the Prophet). If anything

remains undistributed then even a shepherd
at San0!' would get his share from this booty

•
( j-z. \

when the blood will be in his face (i.e.
even if he has not participated in the battle
and received any injury)".

Finally, CUmar considered the Islamic mission to be

an important crusade. He could introduce the inhabitants

of the Sawad to Islam through administrative practice and

social change. In this way they could see the pattern of

the Muslim administrative practice which replaced the Persian

social hierarchyit would result in more conversion

among the inhabitants.
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It seemed that the decision of cUmar not to divide

the immovable property of Iraq, but to establish the revenue

and peasants as "fay*", caused discussion among Muslim Jurists

in two main areas: Firstly, the legal status of the lands

and peasants concerned, secondly the legality of the decision

and the concept of "al-fay*".

In regard to the former, CUmar, in establishing the

revenue of the Sawad as a "waqf", included the peasants as

(15)
part of it, although the peasants did not thereby become slaves;

Forand considered this establishment (as a "waqf") as a unique

case within the framework of taxation permitted by the "sharICa".
This was because, according to him, the doctorine of "waqf"

(16)
had not been thoroughly formulated.

This case was subject to several points of disagree¬

ment and disputation among the Muslim Jurists. One of these,

was if the inhabitants were established by Umar as part of

"waqf" why were they not then treated as slaves. The majority
- T (17)

of the fuqaha' regarded them as "dhimmls", therefore as

free, and yet they were not allowed to leave the land and

return to where they had fled from. Al-Hajjaj, however, con-

sidered the peasants of Sawad later on as slaves and imposed
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the poll tax even if they had converted to Islam^®^ The

development of this view could be seen after the Umayyad

period from the opinion, of Sharik b. cAbdullah al-NakhaCi,
a "qadl" of al-Kufa during the caliphate of al-Mansur. He

• •

- _ (TO)said that the people of the Sawad were slaves (ariqqa')i

Furthermore, all of the Muslim Jurists agreed that "waqf"

was lawful concerning every movable property that may be an

accessory to the immovable property; as. when a person has

dedicated his land with its slaves, cattle and implements

of husbandryi20^

The other problem, as to whether the inhabitants of

Iraq were regarded as the full owners of the Sawad or as

tenants who possessed the land only but did not own it, also

created argument among the Muslim Jurists. According to the

Hanifites, the original owners of the Sawad had full owner¬

ship of their lands, therefore they could sell or do anything
(2.1)

with the rights of ownership; ' This opinion was based on

the practice of cUmar when he left the Sawad to its original
- (22)

owners and imposed the "kharaj"; Imam Malik, on the other

hand, said that the Sawad became "waqf" territory and the in-
_ C2S) -

habitants should pay "kharaj" as a rental. Malik did not

mention who was the owner of the Sawad but it seems that he
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saw the Islamic State as the owner. Abu cUbayd said that

certain Jurists affirmed that Sawad is the "milk" of its

c —

population. It was said that Umar certified the Sawad
c c

was "milk" to its original owner when Umar asked Lu tabat

b. Farqad, who bought land which was situated on the Euph¬

rates, to take back his money from the ownerl^^ Al-ShafiCI,

however, discussing the general concept of "waqf", said that

God was the real owner and the possession was held by a "ghayr
(25)

malik", a non-owner;

It could be said that all these situations occurred

because the concept of "waqf" had been formed rather late
c

within Islam, and so it cannot have been practised by Umar I.

According to L^kkegaard, Arin thought that it was introduced
(26)

towards the close of the second century of the Hijra.

Some said that the institution of "waqf" arose only after the

death of the Prophet in the course of the first century A.H.,
(27)

and assumed rigid legal forms only in the second century;

There was no evidence of the institution of "waqf"

in the Qur'an. The fuqaha' traced it to the Prophet in the

tradition of Anas b. Malik. It was said that the Prophet

wished to purchase gardens from the Banu al-Najjar in order
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to build a mosque. Banu al-Najjar refused to take the

purchase money, however, and gave the land for the sake of

God<28>

In regard to the legality of cUmar's decision in

establishing the entire revenue of the Sawad as "al-fay'",

it seemed that this decision caused the disputation among

the Muslim Jurists.

c
Umar "based his interpretation on the verses of the

Qur'an (sura, 59:7-10), when he had decided, not to divide

the booty of the Sawad. cUmar did not interpret the verse,

sura, 59:7 only, but he read that verse together with the

verses, 59: 8, 9 and 10, which he interpreted in the sense

that, the people, (the inhabitants of Sawad) who would come

after al-Muhajirun and al-Ansar, also had a share of the
•

- (29) c
booty of the Sawad; According to Umar, that booty was

subjected to the law of "al-fay'", not'of war-booty (ghanima),

as was understood by the Muslim army and some of the companions

of the Prophetl^^ Some of the Muslim Jurists did not re¬

cognise cUmar's decision as a precedent. According to them,

the booty of the Sawad, which had been conquered by force of

arms (canwa), was subjected to the law of war-booty (ghanima) ^
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According to that law, one-fifth of the spoils (ghanima) went

to the Islamic State and the remaining four-fifths were to

he divided among the Muslim army. This opinion was based
- - (52)

on a certain verse of the Qur'an (sura, 8:41)• The other

Jurists recognised cUmar's decision, and understood that the

Imam (the ruler of Islamic State) had an option: to consider

the booty of war as "ghanima", which was subjected to the law

of war-booty or as "al-fay'" or "waqf" or whatever the Imam
(55)

thought for the benefit of the entire Muslim community.

They had their own arguments to support their opinions.(3k)

It seemed that the cause of the disputation of the

Muslim Jurists depended on their understanding and interpre¬

tation of the two verses of the Qur'an; verse,8: 41 and. verse,

59: 7. In verse, 8:41, God said: ^ ^ ^ ^
*

^ d ' j

"And know out of All the booty that ye may

acquire (in war), A fifth share is assigned
to God, - and to the Apostle, And to near

relatives, or orphans, the needy, and the way¬

farer" .
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The other verse, 59:7, God said: ^ t U

<J^J v-)j AAJu t uj* s*) cdj-^j

' J y. ^j|

"What God has bestowed on His Apostle (and
taken away) from the people of the town¬

ships, belong to God, to His Apostle And
to Kindred and orphans, the needy and the

way-farer

Al-Tabarx tells us, in detail, of the disagreement
••

of the Muslim Scholars in respect of the interpretation of
(55)

these two verses, (Q: 8:^-1 and Q:59:7). Muslim Scholars

have disputed the meaning of "al-ghanlma" and "al-fay'".

According to some of them, "al-ghanlma" and "al-fayhave

two different meaning: "al-ghanima" is the property (exclu¬

ding the land), which is taken by the Muslims from unbelievers

(mushrikln) by using armed struggle. As for "al-fay'", it

is the land only (not all property) which has also been taken

by force from unbelievers. Others say that "al-ghanima"

is that property, which is taken by force of arms of which

one-fifth goes to the Islamic State, and the remaining four-

fifths are divided for the Muslim troops. As for "al-fay'",

it is the property which is taken by treaty. This property
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is not subjected, to the "khumus" (one-fifth to the Islamic

State), but the entire property is divided among those whom

God has mentioned in. the Qur'an (Q:59:7). Furthermore,

according to others, the meaning of "al-ghanlma" and "al-

fay*M are the same. They argue that the ruling of the verse,

59:7 was abrogated by the ruling of the verse, 8:41.^^ The

ruling of this verse also abrogated the ruling of the verse,
- (57)8:1 (in. the same sura). One-fifth (khumus) of the booty

is divided among those whom God has mentioned in. "surat al-

Hashr" (59:7), and the remainder is divided for the troopsi^®^
•

Al-Tabarx disagrees with the view that the ruling of verse,

59:7 in "surat al-Hashr" was abrogated by the ruling of the

verse, 8:^1 in "surat al-Anfal". According to him, if this

happens, there is no (sensible) meaning at all. What he

understood regarding the meaning of "naskh" (abrogation) was

that the ruling in one verse denied or voided the ruling in

another verse which contradicted it.

Referring to the verse, 59:7 (surat al-Hashr), al-

Tabarl informed us that the Muslim Scholars had also dis-

(59)
agreed regarding the meaning of the verse. Some of them

said that this verse was concerned with "al-jizya" (poll-tax)

and "al-kharaj" (land tax) which were given by God from the town
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people (infidels) to the Muslims. The others said that

this verse referred to the spoils (ghanlma) which are taken

by Muslims from the enemy by armed struggle (Canwa). Some

others claimed that the ruling of this verse was abrogated

by the ruling of the verse, 8:^1 (as previously discussed).

So that, according to them, this verse (59:7) was concerned

with spoils (ghanima) which were taken by force (by using

horses and camels), were divided into fifths (khumus) for

those whom God had mentioned in His Book (the verse, 59:7);

one-fifth part was divided into five further portion - one

share for God and for His Prophet (P.B.U.H.), one share for

the near relations, one share for the orphans, one share for

the poor and one share for the wayfarer. The remaining

four-fifths were for the troops. However, according to the

others, this verse (59:7) was concerned with the negotiation

of certain enemy properties which fell under the treaty with

the Muslims. They added that the verse: "Ma 'afa' Allahu

cala Rasulihi min 'ahli al-qura falillahi walil Rasul ...",

was the explanation for the distribution of property which

was mentioned by God in the earlier verse: "Ma 'afa' Allahu

cala Rasulihi min hum, fama aujaftum Calaihi min khailin wala

rikabin ..."^^
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As a consequence of a difference in understanding

and interpretation of the two verses (8:ifl and 59:7, which

were mentioned earlier on) by the Muslim Jurists, al-ShaficI
understood that the verse: 8:^1, was concerned with the rule

of "ghanima", that was booty of war which was taken by force

or by using armed struggle. Whereas the verse: 59:7, accor¬

ding to him, was concerned with the rule of ^fay,"• "Al-fay'u,

according to ShaficI, was the property which was taken with¬

out fighting such as "jizya", ,,cushr", etcl^"^ It seemed

that the definition of "al-fay,H by ShafiCI was based on the

verse: 59:6, and the verse 7 (in the same sura) was to exp¬

lain the five categories of person who had a share in "fay*"!^2^
Therefore, al-ShaficI did not recognise the decision of cUmar
in respect to the Sawad of Iraq as a precedent. According

to ShaficI, the Sawad was conquered by force of arms, there

fore it was subject to the law of war-booty, in the same way

as Prophet (P.B.U.H.) did in respect to Khaybar. This was

because Shafici held that the practice of the Prophet (P.B.

U.H.) was a binding precedent, so that the Imam had no right

to deprive the soldiers of their unquestioned property^iP'
Al-ShaficI preferred to follow the tradition of the Prophet

when he was confronted with the two practices, those of the

Prophet and of 'TJmar I (the companion of the Prophet).
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That was the method, which was used by Shafi®! in making the

law (usul al-Fiqh), therefore he was later regarded as "the

saviour of the tradition of the Prophet"^^

Abu Hanifa, on the other hand, asserted that the

Imam had an option when territory had been conquered by force

of arms. The Imam could divide the spoils which followed

the law of war-booty (verse:8:^I) among the army, as the

Prophet did in respect to Kha®bar^ or he could leave it

for non-Muslim owners, and impose the "kharaj" upon their

lands and the "jizya" upon their persons (as fay') - as cdmar

did in respect to the Sawad^tf"^ It seemed that the term

"al-fay'", according to Abu Hanifa , was concerned with the

revenue, "jizya", "kharaj", etc., which was derived from the

enemy's land.

It seemed that because the rulings of these two verses

(Q:8:^I and Q:59:7) almost resembled each other, the Muslim

Jurists had a problem to define the meaning of "al-fay'".
— ([±7 ^ —

According to Abu Yusuf "al-fay'" was a "kharaj" . Abu

cUbayd said that "al-fay'" was property taken from the "dhimmi",

according to treaty agreed between both parties; afterwards
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such property belongs to all the Muslims. According to

the Mafatlh, it was the revenue derived from a country which
( LQ ) c -r c- —

had been conquered by force. All b. Isa said that "al¬

lay'" was more general than "ghanima", applying to everything

accruing to the Muslims from the enemyl^0^ According to
- (51)the Misbah, it was the "kharaj" and the spoils. Finally,

Qadama understood it to connote annual returns, namely of
C 5?)

revenue. ' Furthermore, present-day writers also found a

problem in defining the concept of "al-fay'". Dennett re¬

ported that Hartmann had claimed that the verb "'afa'" (Q:

59: 6 & 7) referred not to "al-fay'" in the sense used by

the Muslim Jurists, that is, to the income from land and poll

tax, but. to movable booty, Dennett disagreed with him and

said that "al-fay*" could not only mean movable booty, but

everything taken from the enemy, as Van Berchen pointed outi*"^

Sayf b. cUmar, on the other hand, informed us from

the historical point of view, that he did not refer the

concept of "al-fay*" to the Sawad as did the Muslim Jurists

concerned. According to him, the term "al-fay'" referred

to the "sawafi". These consisted of lands that had belonged
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to the Sassanian King, his family and those who had fled

with him, and various other types of land such as swamps,

thickets, roads and post-stations. Sayf added that this

land (sawafl) was for the exclusive use of the original

f 5 5)
conquerors, whom he termed "ahl al-fay'". The Sawad

was always referred by Sayf as "sulh" or "dhimma" land and
• •

the revenue from it was termed by him "jizya". This "jizya"

according to him, was to be used to pay the army's stipends

and constituted payment for the maintenance of the "dhimma";

no fifth part was to be sent to Medina from this revenue,

and any surplus was to be divided among those who were en-

(56) c c t - -titled to stipends . Abdul Aziz Duri disagreed with

Sayf. According to him, Sayf's report regarding the Sawad

may not be accurate, because it was generally held by the

Muslim Jurists that the "sawafl" belonged to the treasury
(57)

and the Caliph could deal with them as he thought fit .

The other result of the difference of understanding

and interpretation of the two verses above, was that we could

see that the Muslim Jurists had a problem to define the content

of "fay"'.^®^ Some of the present-day writers tried to

categorize the content of "fay'"; it consists of the "kharaj",

the "jizya", the dresses (hulla) paid by the people of Najran,
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the double rate of "zaka" paid by the tribe of Taghlib, the

tolls collected by the "Cashirs" from the "dhimmi" and

"harbl" traders, and the estates of "dhimmls" who left no

will and no heirs, or only a husband or wife; also the pay¬

ment for a truce (hudna), property taken from a country whose

population had fled, property given to the Muslim by "harbis"
( 59)

as a gift, property belonging to apostates (murtadd), etc.

Furthermore, we could also see that some of the Muslim Jurists,

such as Abu cUbayd, tried to reconcile his opinion with the

others, when he was confronted with the two verses of Qur'an

C Q: 8: ifX and Q:59:?)> the practice of the Prophet (P.B.U.H.)

with respect to Khaybar and the practice of Umar with rela¬

tion to the Sawad. According to Abu cUbayd, the practice

of the Prophet and the practice of cUmar were not contradic¬

tory; the Prophet followed verse: 8:^1 of the Qur'an and CUmar
followed another verse: 59:7-10, as Sufyan b. SaCid (al-Thawri)

pointed outi^^



CHAPTER II

The Administrative Practice In Taxation.

After the entire territories of Iraq were conquered

by the Muslim army, cUmar's next step was to establish a

permanent administration there in order to have direct control

by the central government which was based at Medina. The

arrangements, which Khalid had made with the people of Iraq,

during the time of Abu Bakr, did not provide for any direct

control by the central government. This was because Khalid

left the task of administration to the existing municipal

officials which included "dahaqln" as tax-collecting agencies

for the Islamic Stated^ At that time Khalid made al-Hlra

a base of operations but not a permanent residence. This

was because the Muslim army had moved from place to place
(2.)

led by Khalid and al-Muthanna . Dennett asserted that

Khalid's solution was realistic and practical, because his

army was small, his object was booty and his knowledge and

conception of government were limited^^ Beside the fact

that he did not receive any direction from Medina, it might

be that the nature of the taxes which Khalid imposed on the
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people of Sawad, was one reason which did not encourage him

to establish a permanent administration there^.

There is much information regarding the administrative

practice of taxation during the time of cUmar in Iraq, because

the history of conquest and the administration there has been

handled by many Muslim Scholars (Jurists and historians) par¬

ticularly those who lived in the second and third century of

"hijra", such as Abu Yusuf (A.H.1, 113 bo 182)^-^ al-Tabari

(A.H., 223 to 310), Abu cUbayd (A.H., 154 to 224), al-Baladhurl

(A.D., ? to 892)(,6) Yahya b. Adam (A.H. , 140 to 203) etc.

Before we discuss in detail the administrative practice

of taxation in Iraq, we had first better examine the adminis-

tration of the Islamic State (during the time of Umar) as

a whole, because a part of the state administrative machinery

is indirectly employed in the management and administration

of taxation.

According to Morony, the administrative system in

early Islamic Iraq was much less centralized than it had been

under the last Sassanians, and most of the hierarchic structure
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of the royal court had been eliminated!It was said that

c
Umar had established the consultative assembly which consist¬

ed of the eminent companions of the Prophet, Muhajirun and

Ansar, such as cUthman b. cAffan, CAlI b. Abl Talib, cAbdul
• •

Rahman b. cAwf, Talha, Zubayr b. Awwam, Zaid b. Thabit, MuCadh
• • •

b. Jabal, etc. All important matters or questions regarding

state affairs, such as the management and administration of

taxation, were discussed in this assembly. For instance, the

appointment of cUthman b. Hunayf, the expert in surveying,,

revenue, assessment and accounting, as settlement commissioner

(collector, surveyor and imposer of taxes), is said to have
(9)been made by this assembly.

Beside the consultative assembly, Umar is said to

have divided the country into administrative units, such as

provinces, districts and sub-divisions of districts on which

much of the efficiency of administration depends; for that

reason it is normally the first step in government!
Historians differ about the exact number of provinces. Some

say that the number was eight. The others say seven: Arabia

(two provinces: Mecca and Medina), Iraq (two provinces: Basra
•

and Kufa), Jazlra, Syria, Palestine (two provinces: Ilaya
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and Ramla), Egypt (two provinces: Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt)

and Persia (divided into three provinces: Khurasan, 'Adharbayjan

and Fars)!^^ The division of provinces is claimed to have

been maintained by Umar mostly as they had been before the

conquest. However, according to another report from al-Tabari,
c
Umar did change the older divisions originally made by the

Sassanians. For instance, Palestine was formerly one provin¬

ce comprising ten districts. But Palestine was divided by

CUmar in A.H., 15 into two provinces, and he fixed the capital

of one at Ilaya and of the other at Ramla. He then appointed

cAlqama b. Hatim and cAlqama b. Mujazzaz as governor of the

two provinces respectivelyAccording to YaCqubi, Anushir-

wan's empire consisted of three provinces, besides Iraq: Khura¬

san which comprised twelve districts; 'Adharbayjan which

comprised sixteen districts; and Fars which comprised eighteen

districts!

Each province, during the time of cUmar, was under the

charge of a governor, who had responsibility to the Caliph

for all aspects of administration, religion and local commu¬

nity, army, etc!1^ Besides the governor, six other higher
c

executive officers were appointed by Umar in each provincce,
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to take charge of different function of administration;

they were katib (the chief secretary), katib. al-dlwan (the

chief secretary of the army), sahib al-kharaj (the collector
• •

of revenue), sahib al-mal (the treasury officer) and QadI
• • •>

(the chief of the ecclesiatical department and judge). For

instance, at Kufa, CAmmar b. Yasir was the governor, cUthman
b. Hunayf was collector of revenue, cAbdullah b. MasCud the

treasury officer, Shurayh the QadI and CAbdullah b. Khalaf,
— c — _ _ (IS) c—

a Khuza ite, was "katib al-diwan". ^ Amils, treasury offi¬

cers, Qadla, etc., were also appointed to districts and were

all under the authority of the provincial governor. In sma¬

ller sub-divisions were officers who had their own separate

staffsil6)

It seems that, in the early stages of administration

in Iraq, some of the higher executive officers held more than

one post.. For instance, cAmmar b. Yasir held three important

posts, as governor, chief of army and Imam (the Khutbah and the

prayer), and cAhdullah b. MascUd was judge and treasury offi-
(17)

cer as well; ' '

All the appointments, powers, obligations and posses¬

sions of officers were stated and recorded by CUmar, when
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he appointed such officers to hold a certain post in any

(JQ\
place . All important appointed officers were accompanied

by a number of "al-Muhajirun" and "al-Ansar", as witnesses.

They could call the officers to account if they ever stepped

beyond their power; whereas before that officers would be

taken to the Caliph at Medina. They also had an obligation

to explain if there was any unusual increase in their finan¬

cial standing. The other conditions which they should obey

were: they could not ride a Turkish horse, nor wear fine clothes,

nor eat sifted flour, nor keep a porter at their door, but

should always keep their doors open for those who had need of
(19)

them . Besides these conditions, the officers such as

collectors, treasury officers, etc., also should have certain

personal qualities. Only those who had been recommended by

the consultative assembly, could be appointed as officers in

different provinces^f^

cUmar's intention was to apply Islamic ethical standards

and expectations to the garrison cities of Iraq, especially

in the equitable distribution of booty and the involvement

of justice in financial (taxes) administration. Sometimes

Umar faced a problem, because some of his officers, such as

the governors of Kufa and Egypt, did not obey some of the
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conditions and instructions which had been given to them

earlier, but cUmar managed to overcome these problems.

For instance, Abu Yusuf reported that some complaints rea¬

ched cUmar against his governor, CIyad b. Ghanm, that he

had worn fine clothes and kept a porter at his door. The

Caliph despatched Muhammad b. Maslama to Egypt to bring
w

c — — c
Iyad away to Medina and Umar found that the charges against,

0 c —him, were correct. Then, Umar punish him ( Iyad) and sent

(21)
for a flock of goats and ordered him to graze them;

In order to have more efficiency at the provincial
Q

and state administration level, Umar is said to have es¬

tablished a special office for investigating complaints

against officers which reached the Caliph. Muhammad b. Mas-

lama, Ansarl, was appointed to the post. For instance, in

A.H., 21 a complaint was made to the Caliph by the people of

Kufa against SaCd b. Abl Waqqas, the governor of the province.
•

Muhammad b. Maslama was despatched to Kufa to institute the

inquiry. The investigating officer visited every mosque in

Kufa and recorded the evidence of the people whom he question¬

ed. He then took Sa°d b. Abl Waqqas along with him to Medina,

where CUmar questioned him personally
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Not only did cUmar set up an enquiry system but also

made a regulation, by which every officer had to come to Mecca

at the time of the annual pilgrimage. In Mecca, all the

people who had any grievance against any officer were invited

by the Caliph to present their case in the public assembly.

Even minor complaints were made on this occasion. In that

assembly cUmar usually gave an address and said for example:

"Brethren (ayyuha al-nas), officers are appointed not that

they should slap your faces and rob you of your properties,

but in order that they should teach you the way of the Prophet

of God. So, if any officer has acted against his responsibi-
(25)

lity, tell me that I may avenge it";

Owing to the specific administration practice in

taxation in Iraq, the Caliph cUmar is said to have dealt
/ q i \

mainly with land tax (kharaj), poll tax (jizya) and "cushr".
Umar's intention to organize the administration of land

revenue began sometime after he decided to leave the lands

of Sawad to their original owners and imposed upon them a

— c
permanent land tax (kharaj). In 64-2 A.D., Umar sent a

two-man commission to survey the Sawad (in the land irrigated

by the Tigris River and its tributaries as far as Hulwan):
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Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman, who had written down the estimates of

the dates and the raisin crop in the Hijaz for the Prophet

Muhammad and cUthman b. Hunayf who had written the estimates
•- •

for the land irrigated by the Euphrates - the Sawad of Kufa
(2.5)

up to the Tigris River. All land capable of cultivation

was surveyed, except for reed thickets, swamps, and unirri-
(pf.)

gated land; ' The entire cultivable area came to thirty-

six million "jaribs"^ cUthman knew what he was doing in

the Sawad of Kufa, but Hudhayfa is said to have been deceived

by the people in his region, Ard Jukha, in the measurement

of their land, with the result that this district never paid
— — ( P P)} — —

taxes equivalent to the Sawad of Kufa. Al-Baladhuri re¬

ported that cUthman b. Hunayf was the one who set the basic
•>

(29)
grain tax at one "dirham" and "qafiz" of wheat per "jarib";

This rate was convertible to cash, with the value of a "qa-

flz" being three "dirhams"i~^

In all matters connected with the assessments and

collection of land revenue, CUmar is said to have invited

the opinions of the "dhimmis", who were either Persian or

Christian, and gave due attention to their objections and

suggestions,. For instance, a report from Abu Yusuf pointed
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out that Hudhayfa and CUthman b. Hunayf, both sent two pea-
•

sants from their districts with an interpreter from the
_ c (^51 )

people of Hira, when they were asked for by Umar. It

seems that the local people contributed to land administra¬

tion in Iraq. This could be seen when cUthman b. Furqat,

MaCan b. Yazid and Hajjaj b. cAlat, the local people from
• •

— c
Kufa, Basra and Syria, were employed by Umar as revenue

•-

(32)
officers in their respective districts. Furthermore,

according to Morony, al-dahaqln, the local notables, the

leaders of the village people (converted Muslim or dhimmis),

made themselves indispensable in local administration and

some of them were employed as scribes and tax collectors by

the Islamic State^-"^ Al-Tabari tells us that, the dihqan

had responsibility for efficiency in collecting the "jizya"

and looking after the land in order to bring it under culti¬

vation. This can be seen from (2^,2470): "The peasants

(fallahun) are for the road (i.e., their building and repair),

for ploughing and giving directions (to wayfaring Muslims),

in addition to payment of the "jizya" to the utmost of their

ability. As for the dihqan, they are responsible for the
c *"• C 3 )

"jizya" and for keeping the land under cultivation (al- imara)..." .
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For the administration of poll tax, it seems that

the same staff who were involved in the administration of

land tax were employed by Umar. For instance, a report

from Abu Yusuf asserted that cUmar had sent cUthman b. Hunayf

to survey the territory of Iraq and imposed land tax (kharaj)

on every "jarib", of land cultivated or uncultivated, and

he also imposed the poll tax (jizya), on every person, of

12 "dirhams", 24 "dirhams" or 48 "dirhams" according to their
(35)

capacity. He exempted women and children from this tax .

Most of the Muslim authors (Jurists and historians) did not

mention different personnel as being employed by cUmar
during his time for land and poll tax administration^^ but

for the "cushr" (commercial tax or toll or custom duty),

CUmar employed different staffs. For instance, Ziyad b.
c c

Hudayr was appointed by Umar as " ushr" collector, not for
(37) -the other duties » Ziyad charged one "dirham" for every

40 "dirhams" from the Muslims, one "dirham" for every 20

"dirhams" from "dhimmls", and one-tenth of the value of the

goods from non-dhimmi^ According to another report, the

Muslim institution of "cushr" was first set up at 'Ubulla,

where Anas b» Sirin had been appointed as "Cashir" (customs
( 39 )

inspector) .
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In order to ensure the efficiency of administrative

practice in taxation, especially in the land and poll tax,

cUmar is claimed to have established a policy of checking

and registering all the revenue to the "dlwan al-kharaj"

(tax department). As for the checking policy, a report

from Abu Yusuf asserted that cUmar had always asked his of¬

ficers, Hudhayfa b. Yaman and cUthman b. Hunayf to ensure
• •

that they did not impose the tax beyond the agreed rate.

The Caliph said to them: "Beware that you do not impose

revenue on the land which it cannot bear . Further¬

more, the collecting officers had to produce four witnesses

in the name of God that the revenue, which they had collec¬

ted, was lawful; and that there was no oppression of any

Muslim nor any "dhimml", when they brought it to cUmar^1^

As for registering the revenue, Umar is alleged to
_ _ ( I P ^

have established the "dlwan" in A.H. 15 • According to

al-Baladhurl, the "dlwan" was established by cUmar in A.H.

2.0 Unlike the "dlwan" at Basra, which was for payment

only, this new institution registered all receipts and ex¬

penditures. This "dlwan" also recorded the names of the

people, in different classes, receiving the stipends from
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the state^^

According to Dennett, al-Mughlra b. Sbucba was the

first man who established the "diwan" in Islam in A.H. I6

with the aid of the father of the celebrated finance minis¬

ter, ZadthanfarrukhiBut this "diwan" was used only for

payment of troops. Al-Mawardi, on the other hand, asserted
c — —

that Umar was the first Caliph who established the "diwan"

in Islam, but the idea of the establishment was claimed to

have followed the Persian modeli^^ There were various

factors according to the Muslim Scholars (Jurists and histo¬

rians) which caused the establishment of "diwan". Abu Yusuf

reported that, when Abu Hurayra, the governor of Bahrayn,

came to Medina with the revenue of the province amounting

to a half million "dirhams", Umar consulted the people about

what to do with this revenue. After he had been convinced

of the correctness and the legality of the revenue, then

cUmar addressed the people assembled in the mosque for prayer:

"I have received great wealth from Bahrayn; if you wish us

to measure it or calculate it for you, we will measure it

or calculate it, and if you wish us to count it for you,, we

shall count it ...". A man is said to have reported that
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he had seen the Persian keep their treasury in order by

means of a "dlwan" and he suggested to ^Jmar that the same

system should be adopted. CUmar fell in with the proposal

and directed a register of accounts to be kept, showing

both income and expenditure!^^ According to another
0

report, Umar took counsel with the most distinguished com¬

panions of the Prophet, as to how to establish the "dlwan";

cAlI b. Abl Talib among them, said that the entire state-

revenue was the common property of the Muslims, and as such,
C — Q —

was to be distributed among them. Then, Uthman b. Affan

suggested that a proper record should be kept in order to

avoid ambiquity.. However, al-Walid b. Hisham. b. al-Mughira

said that he had seen the Persian establish the "diwan"

and list the army. cUmar is claimed to have agreed with

al-Walid's suggestion and ordered CAqil b. Abx Talib, Mak-

hrama b. Naufal and Jubayr b. Mut im, the scribes of Quraish,

to enlist and register the people beginning with the family

of the Prophet and then those who were related to or were
/ i o \

_ _

nearest to the Prophet, and so on. Al-MawardI informed

us that this "dlwan" was "diwan al-Jaysh". However, the

tax department (dlwan al-kharaj), which dealt with settlement
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and levying of taxes, according to him, was not changed but

continued as it was before (during the Sassanian time) '

The information of how this "dlwan" or tax bureau

actually functioned is scanty. It has been suggested that,

in A.H.20, 'TJmar established the "diwan" proper on the Per¬

sian modeli*^ The information reaches us regarding the

function of this "dlwan" only in noting or stating the re-

(51)
ceiving of the income from taxes and the expenditures.

For instance, the people who receive stipends were arran¬

ged in classes and stated in this "diwan", so that no dis-
(52)

order could arise. Dennett suggested that, a comprehen¬

sive reform of "diwan" occurred during the Caliphate of

MuCawiya. He added that although '"Umar established the

first "diwan", no real "diwan" existed until twenty-five
(55)

years later.Furthermore, he raised the question of

how the "diwan" of collection functioned before MuCawiya.
In Egypt, according to him, "the papyri indicate in part,

and the traditions in considerable detail, that a well-

rounded system of tax administration existed before the de¬

ath of cUmar"i*^^ Moreover, Dennett suggested that the Mus¬

lim regime (during the time of cUmar) had maintained the
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Sassanian administration system (including the administration

of taxation) with a few modifications, and the language in

which the records were kept continued in use. The officials

who had worked for the Sassanians, remained in office under

the Arabsi^-^

To give a clearer picture, we had better look at the

administrative practice in relation to taxation under the

Sassanians. According to Morony, the records of income de¬

rived from taxes and for expenditure for the army and other

kinds of expenses, during the Sassanian time were kept sepa¬

rately. There were two financial bureaux: The tax bureau

(dlwan al-kharaj) and a department that handled gifts and

the payment, of troops (dlwan al-nafaqat)^ Furthermore,

the record of income due from each district, which was based

on the measurement of taxable items, during the time of Kus-

ro Anushirvan, was kept in a central register., District

finance officials (Cummal) were billed for the amounts due

and returned them accompanied by a written invoice to the

local counting hpuse, where taxes were collected before being

forwarded to provincial governors and then to the capital.

The official in charge of the finance bureau (sahib al-kharaj)
• •
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sent the Sassanian monarch art annual record of the amount

of tax levied, the amount of expenditure, and the balance

remaining in the treasury; the king then sealed and retur-
(57)ned the report . Moreover, according to Morony, there

was little indication of the operation of such a system in

Iraq immediately after the Islamic conquest, partly because

of the ways in which taxes were collected.

It has been assumed that the survey of the Sawad

of Kufa by the Muslims (cUthman b. Hunayf and Hudhayfa b.
• •

al-Yaman) in 6i+2 A.D. resulted in a register listing the

taxes that were due from the districts for which local no¬

tables were responsible. Even so, there was no evidence

for a system of. bills and invoices administered by secre¬

taries (58) Morony suggested that it is difficult to

determine how many of the details of Sassanian administra¬

tive practice were actually employed by Muslims in Iraq.

It seems, according to him, that there existed a continuity,

whereby the locals Arabs, Persian "mawali" and landlords,

who were involved in Islamic administration, expected con¬

tinuity (59)
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The taxation administration during the time of cUmar
in Iraq, was at the foundation stage. It could be judged

so on several points; firstly, the development of adminis¬

tration in the early stage was less systematic: The collector

gathered in revenues and exercised a judicial function as

well. Secondly, the function of the "diwan", which follow¬

ed the Sass.anian pattern (system), was said to have involved

registering the revenue, the expenditure, recording the peo¬

ple in different categories with regard to their relation¬

ship with or nearness to the Prophet, and enlisting the army

for the stipends. Thirdly, there are not many reports by

the Muslim historians and Jurists, in which they explained

in detail the systematic and efficient method of tax adminis¬

tration in Iraq. It might be that, beside others circums¬

tances, CUmar had concentrated largely on the conquest of

other territories after Iraq. In this account, it could

be suggested that ^Umar had maintained the pattern of the

Sassanian administration of the taxation system with a few

modifications, in the form of appointment of the highest

officers and the application of Islamic ethical standards.



CHAPTER III

The Imposition. Of The Taxation

I.I: The Kharaj (The Land Tax),

There were different categories of lands in Iraq,

at the time of the occupation by the Muslim army; al-Hira,

and other towns possessed treaties, some estates and villages

were still in the possession of the former owner, usually a

"dihqan", other estates and villages belonged to the Sassa-

nian kings and their family or to the nobility, and the re-

(I) c
mamder was deserted and uncultivated land. Umar is said

to have dealt with these lands using different rules in re¬

lation to the imposition of taxation except the first cate¬

gory of land where its people made a treaty with Khalid which

remained in force. The second category of land was left

by cUmar to its original owners and he imposed upon them,

the kharaj (land tax), and the third and fourth categories

were nationalized by cUmar in the name of the Islamic State.

Q
Before we discuss in detail how Umar imposed the
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"kharaj" (land tax) on the second category of land, the Sawad

of Iraq, we had better look first at the views of the writers

concerning the origin and the meaning of the terms "kharaj".

The Encyclopaedia of Islam claimed that the word

"kharaj" was derived from Aramaic "halaq" meaning tribute,
(2)

xn general) It has also been claimed that it has been

borrowed by the Arabs from the administrative language of the

(3)
Byzantines or from Greek, perhaps, "khoregia") In the same

manner, it could have been suggested that the word "kharaj"

has been taken from the Qur'an it self which occurs in one

place in the meaning of "provision" or "recompense". ^
According to A. Ben Shemesh there were some twenty-one books

bearing the name "Kitab al-Kharaj" or "Kitab Risala fi al-

Kharaj", in which the term of "kharaj" was dealt with, by the
(5")

Muslim authors) The root of the word "kharaj", according

to him, was Aramaic "halaq", and it was used in the Persian

empire to denote a tax in the general sense, although it was

sometimes used to designate tax on landed property, as dis¬

tinct from "jizya" (poll tax) levied on the head of people.

Abu cUbayd alleged that the term "kharaj" was used in the
(6)

dialect of the nomad Arabs to mean rent and seed-produce)
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It seems that all Muslim authors used this term

(kharaj) in its original meaning of a general name for all

kinds of taxes as well as in the specific meaning of land

tax. For instance, Yahya b. Adam used it mostly with the

meaning of "land tax" and he also used it as a name for ge¬

neral tax* and the other Jurists, such as Abu Yusuf, Abu

CUbayd and Qudama sometimes used "cushr", "jizya" and "kha-
(7)

raj" as synonyms .

According to Aghnides the word "kharaj" literally

means the revenue derived from a piece of land or a slave

and technically it denotes the tax imposed on land, and by
/ Q \

extension, it also means the "jizya" . Furthermore, he

added that according to the Fath the proper meaning of the

word "kharaj" is the "kharaj" of land, and therefore it may

not be construed to mean the "kharaj" of heads unless there

is an indication to that effect.' It seems that the de¬

finition given by Aghnides is not clear. This is because

he did not give any further explanation of why the two terms

"kharaj" and "jizya" were synonyms. In order to give a

clear picture of the use these two terms, we had better look

at the other writers discussing this point.
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Among the eminent historians Wellhausen, and follow¬

ing him Becker and Caetani, maintain that during the early

period of Islam the two terms, "kharaj" and "jizya" used to

be considered as synonyms, both equally meaning tribute^^
A recent study shows further, that these two terms come to

mean "land tax" and "poll tax" respectively, in the specific

senses, only after the reforms of Hajjaj and CUmar II.

It seems that the problem facing the writers in

defining the term "kharaj" is because in very early texts

the words "kharaj" and "jizya" were constantly taken either

in the wide sense of collective tribute or else in apparent¬

ly narrower but interchangeable senses; one finds "kharaj"

on the head, "jizya" on land, as well as "vice versa". It

was said that only in the Abbasid period, did the texts show

a clear theoretical distinction between two taxes, on the

one hand a tax on land, the "kharaj", and on the other, a

tax on person, the "jizya"1 ^ In this connection, Dennett

asserted that there was a chronology problem as to when

"kharaj" and. "jizya" took on their distinctive meaning;

Wellhausen argued for A.H. 121 in Khurasan, Becker main¬

tained that the distinction was complete in Egypt in A.H.
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106 - 7, Grohmann for "sometime about the middle of the

second century", and Lammens at the time of, or shortly pos-
- (12)terior to the Sufyanids; ' Furthermore, Dennett clearly

pointed out that for centuries "kharaj" and "jizya" as synon¬

ymous terms meant not tribute but simply tax, and that either

could mean land or poll tax according to the modifying phrases

in the texts. For example, according to him, when Abu Yusuf

wrote "kharaj of their heads" we should translate "tax on their

heads". Similarly in Baladhurl the phrase "land on which is

the jizya of Persian land", we should translate it "land on

(tx)
which the Persian land tax is levied" . Moreover, accord¬

ing to him, besides the general meaning, each of these words

had specific meaning; "kharaj" meant land tax, "jizya", poll

tax<D>

It has been said that this phenomenan exists because

the Arabs, in earlier time of conquest, were alleged to have

levied collective tribute on the defeated, without taking

the trouble to distinguish between the different possible

sources of tax. Furthermore, it was said that the Arabs did

one thing in Egypt, another in Syria, another in Iraq and

another in Khurasan^^
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In relation to the second category of land, CUmar
is claimed to have decided to leave it to its original owners

and imposed upon them the "kharaj" (land tax)!1^ This land

was the largest in extent and importance* It comprised land

under cultivation belonging to large estates and villages

controlled by the "dahaqin", the local notables. The legal

title of this land, after the conquest, belonged to the Is¬

lamic State, but cUmar offered to let the original owners,

remain in possession on condition that they pay the "kharaj"

(land tax)!1^

__ Q
The "kharaj system" introduced by Umar, on this land

_ Q
(Sawad of Iraq), was known called "misaha system" (kharaj ala

misahat al-,ard). Before we discuss this system, we had better
•• *

distinguish between the land tax which is imposed on "sulh-
• •

0
land" (conquered by treaty) and the tax levied on " anwa-land"

(conquered by force of arms). There is an indication that

the tribute, which is levied on the "sulh-land", included the
• •

land tax. However, there are two opinions concerning that

matter. According to one report, the tribute which was paid

by "dhimmls", according to the agreed treaty, comprised poll

tax and land tax. For instance, Abu Yusuf asserted that the

"jizya" of two thousand "hullas" (a dress of two pieces),
* •

which was paid by the people of Najran to the Prophet, included
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( Tft ^
the land tax. Furthermore, it has been said that the

land tax imposed on the "sulh-land" could not be increased
♦ •

above the stipulated amount. If its owner embraced Islam,

he would escape the land tax and poll tax, and his land

became tithe land, in the case that the treaty did not pro¬

vide for the payment of fixed-sum, but stipulated that the

people skould pay the tax (kharaj) on their lands, and the

poll tax on their heads. Thus, the converts escape only

the poll tax but continued to pay the land tax, or left their
(19)

land to the others (Muslims) and emigrated;

According to another report, the land which was

taken under peace treaty, was subjected to only the "jizya"

(tribute or fixed-sum), in accordance with the obligations

under the treaty, and nothing was to be charged from the
(20) G c —

land; Furthermore, according to Abdul Aziz Duri the

"sulk", which was made by Khalid with the people of Hxra,
► ♦ •

Banqiya, *Ullays and cAin Tamar, was in line with the type

of "sulh" made by the Prophet with Tayma', Tabuk, Adhruh
t » ♦

and Jarba. This accounts, according to him, for the remark

of some Jurists that those villages were Arab villages as
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- (2.1)the Prophet had. imposed no land tax (kharaj) on Arab lands.

As for the land tax imposed on the "Canwa land",

it is the "kharaj" (land tax) such as was imposed by cUmar
in the land of Sawad. According to Malik this in reality

was a rental, the land being "waqf land" not "kharaj land"
(22)

as it was understood by the other Jurists; According

to al-ShafiCi, (of the same opinion as Malik, he regarded

the land as "waqf land"), but "kharaj" as "ijara mu'abbada"

(leased in perpetuity) the former owners thereby, being
(23)

mere tenants, may not sell or inherit it; In this con¬

nection, the imposition of this kind of land tax (kharaj)
c

on the " anwa land" is permanent. Even if the owner em¬

braced Islam, he was still obligated to pay the land tax,

or if he made the choice to leave his land and emigrated

to a town, he escaped paying the land taxl^^ This could

be seen in a tradition of cUmar where he did not release

the land tax from the "dhimmi" who embraced Islam, when he

asked "TJiaar to do soi^^

In relation to the "misaha system", which was in-

troduced by cUmar in the Sawad, he is claimed to have sent one
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commission headed by cUthman b. Hunayf throughout the Sawad,

and another headed by Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman throughout the

region east of the Tigris to survey and collect the inform¬

ation regarding the area of the land, finding it to be 36»

000,000 "jarlb"!'^ When this information had been collec¬

ted,, ""TJmar imposed a land tax, about which there were confli¬

cting reports. According to one version, cUmar imposed on

each "jarih" of land a flat rate of one "dirham" in money

(2.7)
and one "qafiz," ''of produce without distinguishing between

(28)
the crops that were grown. The other tradition asserted

that cUmar taxed lands according to the crop grownl2^) some

of the kinds and the rates of the land tax based on the crop

grown, are also found to be differently reported. For insta¬

nce, Abu Yusuf, in one report, asserted that cUmar had impo¬

sed on every "jarib" of grapes 10 "dirhams", on dates 8 "dir-

hams", on sugarcane 6 "dirhams", on wheat 4 "dirhams" and

on barley two "dirhams"Another tradition, which besides,

ignored some kinds of the crops, alleged that Umar had im¬

posed in every "jarlb" of dates 10 "dirhams" and on grapes

8 "dirhams"Furthermore, some traditions asserted that,

CUmar also taxed not only the above crops, but every "ja¬

rlb" of green summer vegetables 3 "dirhams", on pulses
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(52)
5 "dirhams" and on cotton 5 "dirhams". All the author¬

ities agreed that vineyards paid per "jarib" 10 "dirhams.",

palm trees 10 or 8 "dirhams", sugarcane 6 "dirhams" green

vegetables and clover 5 or 10 "dirhams" and finally wheat

and barley were mentioned as paying 4 and 2 "dirhams" per

" jarib" ^

Al-MawardI tells us that CUmar followed the flat

rate of one "dirham" and one "qafiz" which was established

by Kusro Furthermore, al-Tabari also tells us in

general that cUmar followed the rates established by Kusro,

with the exception that °Umar taxed uncultivated land, and

that he collected two not one "qaflz." of wheat on each "ja-
- (55) ___

rib";^*" Moreover, according to him, Kusro Anushirvan

established the rate of seven kinds of produce: One "dirham"

per "jarib" of wheat; the same for barley; five-sixth of a

"dirham" per "jarib" of rice; eight "dirhams" per "jarib"

of grapevines; seven "dirhams" per "jarib" of clover (ritab);

for dates, one "dirham" per four "farisl" palms and one
/ -z £ N

"dirham" per six fruit trees.

According to Dennett, quoting from al-Tabarl,
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the "misaha system", which was introduced by cUmar was vir-

tually the same as the Persian. According to him, before

tiie time of Kusro I Anushirvan (531-79} A.D„) the tax on

land had been proportional to the harvest. This method of

assessment, while apparently fair in principle, had proved

unjust in fact, because a peasant's harvest would rot while

he was awaiting the arrival of the government inspector to

measure it. Dennett added that to overcome this, problem,

Kusro is said to have introduced the "misaha system", he
(37)

ordered the land surveyed and divided into unit areas.

Morony, however, asserted that there was a minor change of

the "misaha system", taken over by the Muslims, during the

time of cUmar I, from the Sassanian taxation system. The

changes, according to him, were in three important differen¬

ces; the rates were raised, additional kinds of produce were

taxed, and the arrangements for taking part of the tax in

kind were regularised.

It seems that cUmar followed the Persian "misaha
•

system" with minor changes as pointed out by Morony. It

could be seen, as pointed out by al-T'abarx, that cUmar in-
• -

creased the basic, land tax, one "qaflz." .. Besides this, he
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also imposed tax oa other kinds of crop which were exempted

by Persians.. cUmar, perhaps, saw that the other crops than

grains gave more valuable return and would give more income

to the Muslim State. This could be used to support the

Muslim army in the frontier of Iraq.

However, Abu Yusuf criticized the "misaha system".

He proposed to the Caliph Harun a tax based on a percentage
_ Q _ _ _ _

of the yearly harvest (kharaj ala muqasama). Abu Yusuf

thought that the tax based on the measured acreage (kharaj

Cala misahat al-ard) was congruent during cUmar's time but

not in his own time. This was because it would be harmful

(39)
to the Islamic State and the peasants. It was said that

the peasants of the Sawad had complained that the "misaha
•

system", which was imposed not only on cultivated but also

uncultivated land, gave them difficulties and put them under

constraint, because they did not have enough means to bring

under cultivation the uncultivated lands which were in con¬

sequence neglected for one hundred yearsi^^ To remedy

this system, Abu Yusuf proposed the "proportional kharaj

system" to the Caliph Harun. According to this system the

Caliph could impose a rate of 2/5th on the wheat and barley
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of the land, irrigated by the water of natural springs and

3/I0th of the produce of lands irrigated by Persian-wheels.

As for dates, vines, fresh dates and garden produce, the Ca¬

liph could levy I/3rd, and I/ifth of summer cropsi^^ Further¬

more, he proposed that the whole produce was to be sold by the

merchants and then the entire sale price divided into the

shares or a justifiable price was to be fixed in which there

would be no burden on tax-payers and the Caliph could not

sustain any lossi^^

In relation to the third and fourth categories of

land cUmar is said to have dealt with which consisted of the

former property of the Persian king and his family, and un¬

cultivated dead land, there were no former owners who could

be left in possession of these lands, although on the royal

estates the peasants still remained. Abu Yusuf in one ver¬

sion, reported that cUmar had nationalized ten sawafl kinds

of land of the Sawad: The land of one who was killed in war,

the land of one who fled; any land that belonged to Kusro,

and every land which belonged to anyone of his family; under¬

water land and all post-offices, and he forgot the other four

categories. He added that the revenue which derived from

these lands was 7,000,000 "dirhams"!^^ Some reports said
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that the revenue was 2+,000,000 "dirhams"!^^ The Caliph

assumed full ownership of these lands in the name of the

Muslim State, and as owner could treat them in any way he

pleased; he could have the lands cultivated to the profit

of the state; or he could bestow them as fiefs and impose

upon them on "cushr" or "kharaj" depending on whom he had

bestowed the lands, Muslim or "dhimml", and where the lands

were situated, and so onl'1'^

There is. no indication to show that the amount of

the income from the "kharaj" (land tax) collected from the

Sawad was partly separated from the "jizya". However, we

may assume that the income from the "kharaj" is the higher.

The only information that reaches us is that the taxes from

the Sawad amounted to one hundred million or one hundred and

twenty-eight, million "dirhams"!^^
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1.2: The Poll Tax (Jizya).

In addition to the "kharaj", CUmar I is said to

have imposed on the people of the Sawad, the jizya, during

the time of the occupation by the Muslim army there. Before

we discuss it we do better to look at the meaning of the

word.

There are various perceptions among the writers

concerning the meaning of the word "jizya". The Encyclo¬

paedia of Islam claimed that the word "jizya" which was

perhaps connected with an Aramaic original, occurred in the

Qur'an, 9:29, where it was applied to the dues demanded

from Christians and Jews, but probably in the somewhat loo¬

se sense, corresponding with the root, of "compensation"

and in any case as collective tribute, not differentiated

from other forms of taxation^ ^ It is obvious that the

term "jizya" is provided in the Qur*an. God said: "Fight

those who believe not in God, ... (even if they are) of the

people of the Book, until they pay the "jizya" with willing
(2) T

submission and feel themselves subdued". Al-Tabarl

interpreted the word "jizya" in the verse as the tax
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paid by the "dhimmis" to be used by the Muslims to protect

themi^ Al-Mawardi defines the word "jizya" as the tax

on the head which is derived (mushtaqq) from the word "jiza*".

This tax, according to him, is taken from the "dhimmis" as

a punishment, for their unbelief in order to humiliate them

or it is a price for the protection given them by the Muslimi^
According to the Hanifites, "the tax is called ' jizya' be-

.

cause it. is paid by the 'dhimmls' as a compensation for being
(5) — c

spared from death". Qudama b. Ja far asserted that "jizya"

is the tax which is imposed on the heads of "dhimmis" and it

is so called because it. saved from death, and prevented the

shedding of the blood of those who paid iti^ According to

cAbdul cAziz Duri the term "jizya", which was mentioned in

the Qur'an, 9:29, referred to what non-believers have to pay

and presumably it could refer to all dues paid by them. Fur¬

thermore, according to him, it is used during the period of

the Prophet (from 9 A.H.) to mean individual poll tax (in

Yemen, Bahrayn, Hajar, Jurash) , or communal, i.e., a sum on
•

- (7)
a community (Tayma', ''Ayla and Najran):

It seems that the definition of the term "jizya"

given by the writers above, is according to their interpretation
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Qf-the verse, 9:29. This because al-Qur'an mentioned in

general the reason why the people of the Book (dhimmls) have

to pay the "jizya". Compensation for not accepting Islam

is the reason of payment of the "jizya" generally accepted

by the writers. Some of them try to find other reasons.

According to one scholar "jizya" is a tax levied on non-Mus-
— m

lims mainly as the counterpart of "zaka". Furthermore,

he adds that the "jizya", which is paid by "dhimml", is in

lieu of the military duty for the defence of the state. If

the "dhimml" wishes to render any such service voluntarily,
(9)

he would be exempted from the payment of the "jizya";

As for the practice of cUmar in relation to the im¬

position of the poll tax on the people of the Sawad, he is

said to have levied it sometime after Iraq was occupied by

the Muslim army. ^mar is claimed to have sent his agents,

cUthman b. Hunayf throughout the Sawad and Hudhayfa b. al-
•- •

Yaman throughout the region east of the Tigris, to levy the

"jizya" on the inhabitants there, the adult males, at the

rate; 12 "dirhams", 2if "dirhams" and ^8 "dirhams" according

to their capacity!10^ It seems that this rate of imposition

represented three classes of people; poor, middle-class and



richi"*"^ These rates were not levied on the people who

made treaty with Khalid b. al-Walld, such as al-Hira, Ban-
Q

qiya, 'Ullays and Ain Tamar. Their treaty with Khalid
(12.)

remained in forced; For instance, in A.H. 12, Khalid

is alleged to have negotiated with CIyas b. Qablsa, the

governor of al-Hira, to pay in "jizya" (tribute), a fixed-

sum, at 90,000 "dirhams" to the Islamic In other

versions the amount is stated to have been 100,00, 80,000

and 70,000 "dirhams"1Dennett asserted that this tribu¬

te was calculated on the basis of an average payment by

each of the 6,000 men. Furthermore, he claimed that Abu

Yusuf reported that in al-Hxra there were 7,000 men, of whom

1,000, by reason of illness and infirmity, were deemed inca¬

pable of paying taxes. On the basis of 6,000 men Khalid
(T 5")

had demanded a sum of 60,000 "dirhams".

It seems that this tribute remained in force as

long as the "dhimmls" obeyed all the conditions which had

been stated in the treaty. If they did not fulfil the

conditions, or rebelled, the Caliph could enforce other con¬

ditions or could add to the amount of tribute* This could

be seen when SaCd reimposed the "jizya" on the people of the
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Sawad who rebelled after the death of Abu Bakr, in the sum

of 140,000 "dirhams" including the "khariza" (a kind of
(TG)

jizya on the head). Furthermore, if some of the "dhi-

mmls" embraced Islam or died, the amount was deducted from

the total tribute^"^

From the above discussion we divide the "jizya" in¬

to two kinds: Firstly, the "jizya" levied by the treaty, t

the amount of which was fixed by the terms of the agreement

and might not be later changed; secondly, the "jizya" imposed

by the Imam upon the people of a territory conquered by force

of arms. The practice of CUmar is included in the second.

CUmar is claimed to have imposed on the people of the Sawad

at three rates (48, 24 and 12 "dirhams"). It seems that
C —

these rates were determined by Umar by using "ijtihad"(the

exercise of independent thought). This is because the rates

are not mentioned in the Qur'an (9:29), and in the tradition

(Hadlth) reported, the Prophet is to have imposed the "jizya"

on the "dhimml" but not at the rates above. For instance,

at one time, the Prophet had imposed on the people of Yemen

and of *Ayla one "dinar", and on another occasion it was nar¬

rated that the Prophet had levied on the people of Najran
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( Tft ^
2,000 "hullas" paid annually by two instalments; How¬

ever, it might be that cUmar took Anushirvan's rates of

the poll tax as a basis in order to determine new rates.

According to Morony, Anushirvan, is claimed to have imposed

on the male population between the ages of twenty and fifty,

according to their status a regular annual poll tax of four,

six, eight, or twelve "dirhams" paid by three instalments.

Furthermore, members of the royal family, the high nobility,

soldiers, bureaucrats, and others in royal service, were

C19) c
exempted from the poll tax . Umar thought that the peo¬

ple of the Sawad could afford to pay the new rates which

were introduced by him there, cUmar suspended the "jizya"

if someone did not have the income to pay it. This could

be seen in a report from Abu Yusuf that there was a case

where the collector had punished the tax-payer because he

did not have income to pay it. CUmar released him from

paying and said to the collector that the Prophet prohibit¬

ed any agent to impose on the tax-payer beyond his capacity!20^
It seems that CUmar held a certain standard that the "jizya"

could not be a burden to the tax-payers beyond their capa¬

city. In this connection, Dennett claimed that the conver¬

sion of some of the tax-payers of the Sawad was not because
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they did not have income to pay but because they felt hu¬

miliated^"*" ^

According to Abu Hanlfa , there were three rates

(if8, 2Zf and 12 "dirhams") of "jizya" imposed on the "dhi-

mmls". He took the three rates above as basic argument

when he argued with the other Jurists regarding the determi-
(22)

nation of the minimum and the maximum rates of "jizya".

According to him, the minimum and the maximum were fixed in

accordance with the rates determined by cUmar, and the Imam

(after cUmar) was prohibited from using "ijtihad" to deter¬

mine other rates. According to Malik, both the minimum and

maximum were fixed by the Imam^f^^ Al-ShaficI, on the ot¬

her hand, asserted that the minimum rate of "jizya" was one

"dinar" or twelve "dirhams", and the maximum rate was fixed

by the Imam according to his judgmentl^"^ ShaficI based

his argument on the practice of the Prophet; the "jizya"

taken by him from the "dhimmis", such as the people of Yemen
t — (25)

and 'Ayla, was not lower than one "dinar";

Not only the determination of the rates, but also

on whom this tax is incumbent was subject to disagreement

among the Muslim Jurists. There is no indication that cUmar
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exempted any of the male inhabitants of the Sawad from the

obligation of the "jizya". According to Morony, the in¬

habitants of the Sawad, in respect to religion, were Chris-
(26)

tians, Jews, Magians,, Pagans and Gnostics. It seemed
c

that Umar had imposed the "jizya" on five categories of

people of the Sawad as pointed out by Morony. The obliga¬

tion of paying the "jizya" of two groups, the Christians

and the Jews are provided in the Qur'an (9:29), and the Pro-
(27)

phet added one more group, that is the Magians; ' Accor¬

ding to Malik, the "jizya" was levied on all people (un¬

believers) including any who may be made slaves except

apostates!^®^ Al-ShafiCI, however, asserted that the "jiz¬

ya" was levied only on the three groups;. Christians, Jews
(29)

and Magians (fireworshippers). 7/ The former two groups

are provided for in the Qur*an and the rule extended by the

Prophet to the last group (Magians). Al-Shafi I preferred

to hold to the^ tradition of the Prophet rather than the

practice of "sahaba" (companions) when confronted with the
•• •

two practices, and frequently he does not base his argument

on the practice of the "sahaba". According to Abu Yusuf,
• •

the Hanifite Jurist, "jizya" was incumbent on all "dhimmis"

of Iraq, such as the Jews, the Christians, the Magians, the
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Sabians, tiie Fireworshippers, the Idolaters, worshippers of

stones and the Samaritans (as-samira) except the Christians

Banu. Taghlib, the people of Najran, the apostates and idola¬

ters from the Arabsi^0^ Furthermore, according to him,

this tax was incumbent on all the men adult with exemption

of women, children, the very poor people, the unemployed

people or the chronically sick or crippled, lunatics, monks

and those (old people) who had no wealth or any source of

income^"*" ^

It seems that the Hanifites Jurists hold to the

"practice of cUmar", besides Qur'an and the Hadxth of the
•-

Prophet, as their precedent in making their argument when

they discuss the imposition of the "jizya" with the other

Jurists..
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1.3: The "cUshr" And Other Taxes.

— c
Besides the "kharaj" and the "jizya", Umar is said

to have collected the "Cushr" (commercial tax), not only from

the Muslim traders, but also from the "dhimmis" and the "harbas"

at different rates!"'"'* This tax is considered as additional

to the land tax and the poll tax which were imposed by Umar

on the people of the Sawad.

The obligation of this tax is provided neither in

the Qur'an nor in the Hadlth of the Prophet. The conception

of the ,,Cushr" is claimed to have taken a practical shape du¬

ring the reign of the Caliph CUmar b. al-Khattab who appointed
• •

_

" ashir" (collectors) and instructed them to collect from the

Muslim traders 2Jr%, from the "dhimmis" 5% and from the "harbls"
•-

of a non-Muslim neighbouring state 10% to the same extent, as

(2)
was levied by the latter; In this connection, some of the

Muslim Jurists considered the institution of ,,Cashir" and the

rules pertaining to their authority as based on the precedent

established by the Caliph cUmar, who was regarded as the first

Islamic ruler to introduce this tax!"^ However, there is
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a Hadith that the Prophet prohibited only the taking of ,,cushrn
from the Muslim but permitted one to collect from the Jews

and the Christians!^ It seems that this Hadith is contra-

dieted by the Hadith where the Prophet said: "The toll coll-

( b)
ector will go to hell", which means the Prophet prohibited

c
the collecting of " ushr". Furthermore, all the Muslim autho-

Q
rxties asserted that Umar was the Caliph who introduced the

"cushr" in Islam.

The "cushr" is also called "maks", toll or customs

duty. However, "maks" is used in a wider sense than "cushr".
The "maks" has elements of an income tax, capital gains tax,

and import and customs duties!^ The "cushr" is more properly
(7)the equivalent of an excise duty on merchants than of customs;

It has also been claimed that the term "maks" was a loanword

— (ft)
in Arabic and went back to the Aramaic "maksa". Others said

(9)
that this term went back to the old Babylonian "miksu", and

this term (maks) had been found in Arabic papyri towards the

end of the first century A.h!10^ According to Abu cUhayd,
originally the "cushr" had been practised by the Arab and

non-Arab kings. They charged ten per cent from the traders

who passed before the collectors!11^ Furthermore, according
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q
to Morony, before the time of Umar, the commercial tax was

levied by the Sassanian regime on the goods of merchants, at

bridges. Moreover, he added that, there was a peace treaty

between the Persian and Byzantines in 561 A.D., which allow¬

ed merchants on both sides to engage in commerce, provided

they paid customs duty on their merchandise at the border
- - - (12)

between Nasibin and Dara;

There are no direct reports from the Muslim Jurists

that cUmar followed the Persian commercial tax system when

he introduced it in Iraq. CUmar, perhaps, got some ideas

to form the institution of ,,Cashir" to collect the ,,cushr",
when he was informed by his governor, Abu Musa al-AshCarI,
that the "harbls" had charged ten per cent from the Muslim

(15)
traders when they entered the "harbi" state;

Q
The practice of Umar is claimed to have begun when

— c
he appointed Ziyad b. Hudayr as the collector. Umar gave

Ziyad instructions pertaining to the collection of "cushr"l
According to these instructions, in one report, Ziyad should

collect two and half per cent (one-fourth of "cushr") from

the Muslim traders, five percent (half of ,,Cushr") from the
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"dh.imin.Is" and ten percent from the "harbls". Furthermore,
•-

there was no charge on the merchandise, if its value was

(16)
below 200 "dirhams". Besides the above tradition, there

are other reports about Ziyad b. Hudayr regarding the collec-
•-

ction of " ushr". Some of them contradict the others. For

instance, according to one report the "cushr" was collected

from, the Muslim only and the Christian of Banu Taghlib. Ano¬

ther report said that only the Muslim and the "harhl" were

subjected to the "cushr". Another, that the rate of "cushr",
which was taken from the Muslim and "dhimm.1", was the same;

some said at different rates; another said that one-tenth

should be charged from the Christians of Banu Taghlib and half

of one tenth from the other Christians of the Book (ahl-al-

kitib)(.I7)

It seems that the writers have discussed the " ushr"

in four main areas; firstly, the reason for collecting the

"cushr"; secondly, justification of the different rates of

collection; thirdly, the disagreement among the Muslim Jurists

regarding the several cases in respect to the charging of

"Cushr" and finally, the legality of charging of the tax.

As to the first area, Abu Yusuf asserted that the
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"cushr" charged from the Muslim traders was "sadaqa"(zaka ),
— — — / T Q \

and from the "dhimmi" and the "harbls" was "kharaj"(tax).

In this connection, according to him, the swearing of the

Muslim, in respect to the payment of "zaka" was accepted,
c

if he passed before the collector and the " ushr" would not
C19) — cbe exacted from him; Abu Ubayd expressed the same op¬

inion as Abu Yusuf in regard to the Muslim, but for the "har-
•

bis", the reason was that they charged the Muslim traders

the "cushr" (commercial tax) when they entered the "harbi"
Q

state for trading. This was based on the tradition of Umar

where he said: "Collect from them the rate that they coll¬

ect from us"l^^ As for the "dhimmls", according to Abu

Ubayd, the exaction was included in the agreed treaty bet-
(21)

ween them and the Muslims;

In relation to the second area, it seems that the

Muslim Jurists try to justify the charging of the different

rates of "cushr" from the Muslim, the "dhimmi", and the "har-
•

bl". The rates collected from them respectively were: two

and half per cent, five per cent (1/20) and ten per cent (one

tenth). According to Aghnides, quoting from Abu Yusuf, the

reason was that the "dhimmls" needed protection from robbers
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more than the Muslims. The Muslims must pay the "zaka" on

their trade articles whether or not they passed before " ashir".

The "dhimmis" were subjected to this toll of five per cent

only in so far as they came under the jurisdiction of an

Q —" ashir" by travelling for trade. This difference was due

to the fact that while the tax collected by the "Cashir" from

Muslims consisted of their "zaka" dues, the one collected
(22)

from the "dhimmis" was in reality only an octroi duty;

If we elaborate on the fact the Muslims must pay the "zaka"

on their trade articles whether or not they passed the col¬

lector, it seems that, the "dhimmis" would not be subjected

to pay "cushr", if they did business in their own territory.

This might be one of the reasons why they had to pay five

per cent of "cushr" when they passed before the collector.

The reason for the "harbl" paying, was that the principle of

reprisal was applied by the Islamic State which collected the

same rate as the "harbl" collected from Muslims. Besides

this, the "harbi" traders could enjoy the protection of the

Muslim State, during their sojourn in Muslim territory. Fur¬

thermore, Abu Yusuf informs us in two reports; one of which

might give a reason why cUmar collected from "harbl" at the

rate of ten per cent of merchandise. For instance, according
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to one report cUmar when he was asked by Abu Musa, had ins¬

tructed him to collect the same rate as the "harbls" had

collected from the Muslim traders; Another report cla¬

imed that ^mar had agreed to charge ten per cent from the

people of Manbij, when they asked him to do so in order to
/pi \

get permission to enter the Islamic State for traded

As regards the third area, that is the disagreement

among the Muslim Jurists, touching several cases on question

of the charging of ,,CUshr". For instance, Abu cUbayd has

discussed at length in his book (al-Amwal), the disagreement

between the Jurists of Hijam and the Iraqis, and others*

This disputation could be discussed in four aspects; the mi¬

nimum rate of merchandise subjected to ,,cushr", the repetition

of collecting the tax within one year, the kind of commodity

subjected to the tax and the "dhimml's" Oath (yamin) in re¬

lation to the debti^^

According to Imam Malik and the Jurists of Hijaz,

in the case of the "dhimmi" traders, the first aspect, there

was no certain limitation on their merchandise. Whether it

was less or more than 200 "dirhams", it was. subjected to
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"cushr". They argued that charging of "cushr" from them,

was. not included in the jurisdiction of the "zaka ", but. it

was like the "jizya" which was imposed on the "dhimmis" ac¬

cording to their capacity, whether they were poor or rich..

They added that this tax was included in the jurisdiction

of "al-fay*" upon the "dhimmis". As for the second aspect,

the Jurists of Hijaz claimed that all goods were subjected
G

to " uahr", whether th.ey could be preserved or not, such as

fruits, vegetables, fresh dates, etc. In relation to the

third aspect, they asserted that the "dhimmi" traders were

subjected to the "cushr" at the rate of half of one tenth

every single time they passed before the "Cashir" (collector)^
Finally, in the case of the oaths of the "dhimmi" in relation

to the debt, according to the Jurists of Hijaz they would

not be accepted, except if they provided Muslim witnesses.

They argued that the oath was not accepted in Islamic law of

evidence from non-Muslims.^'7^

The Iraqis Jurists, on the other hand, asserted

that the minimum value of merchandise was 200 "dirhams".

c
They argued that Umar did not mention the minimum rate, wiaen

Qhe had designated the goods which were subjected to " ushr".

Furthermore, ^mar aggregated the "dhimmi" and the Muslim pro-
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-perty together for the same rule. It seems that they made

an analogy with the minimum rate of "zaka" (for trade), that

is 200 "dirhams". However, according to Sufyan, the minimum
( pQ \

value of goods was IDO "dirhams". He argued that the tax,

which was levied on the "dhimml", was double the rate levied

on the Muslim. So that, by analogy, "100 dirhams of the dhi-
(29)

mmi merchandise was equivalent to 200 dirhams of Muslim goods";

Sufyan's argument on this point is not clear. Apparently,
— c —

Abu Ubayd agreed with what Sufyan pointed out, and said that
C — c

his opinion was fair ( adal). Abu Ubayd claimed that there

was a report from Zuraiq b. Hayyan that cUmar b. cAbdul cAziz
had written to him and decreed that he could collect from the

"dhimml" if the value of his goods reached 100 "dirhams"^^

As for the second case, the Iraqi Jurists asserted

that the "cushr" would not be charged on goods which could

not be preserved in hand, such as fruit, vegetables, milk,

etc. However, Abu Yusuf and Muhammad b. al-Hasan, claimed
• •

that the "cushr" could be charged on perishable goodsi'^

As regards the third case, the Iraqi Jurists alleg¬

ed that the "cushr" could be collected only once a year from
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the "dhimmi", even if they had passed by several times with¬

in one year. They based their opinions on the tradition of
G C
Umar I. He decreed that the " ushr", which was collected

by his agent ( amil) twice within one year from, the "dhimmi",

when he had complained to cUmar, was invalid!^ ^ Regarding

the swearing of the "dhimmi" in respect to a debt, Iraqis

Jurists said that it was accepted, even if they did not pro¬

vide evidence for their appeal-

In the case of the "harbi", it seems that there is

no disagreement among them. All the Jurists agreed to co¬

llect the "Cushr" from the "harbi" traders every time they
C—

passed before, the " ashir".

It seems to us that Abu cUbayd did not mention in

his book the properly supporting evidence for some opinions

which were given by the Jurists in certain cases. This might

underlie some of their arguments but they are not clear.

Furthermore, we could say that the opinion, of the Jurists

of Hijaz. is harder than that of the others.

In relation to the fourth main area, that is the
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legality of levying the "cushr", it seems that the ShafiCxtes
condemn the institution of "cashir". According to them this

institution, which was applied to traffic within the Muslim
(33)

world, was unjust and unlawful.Furthermore, they said

that, the ,,cushr" should not be collected from the "dhimml" or

the "harbi" traders unless it was stipulated in the agreed

treaty between them and the Muslim State. Besides their co¬

mmodities were greatly needed by the Muslims. In this con¬

nection, the "cushr" was fixed by the Imam and in certain

cases the tax might be remitted by

It seems that the opposition to this institution is

because of the Hadxth of the Prophet. For instance, he said:
(35)

"The tax collector (sahib al-maksi) will go to hell". For
• •

another Hadxth, the Prophet said: "The collector's neck should

be beaten if anyone met him"!^^ Shafici did not strictly

condemn this institution. This is because he considered that

the charge on the "dhimmx" or the "harbx" was lawful if it was

stipulated in the agreed treaty. If we look at this angle,

in respect to the "dhimmx", the opinion of Abu cUbayd is the
(37)

same. '

In relation to other taxes, Umar is said to have
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levied special taxes on the people of Najran and on the Chris¬

tians of Banu Taghlib.

As for the people of Najran, cUmar is claimed to have

fulfilled the treaty which had been made by the Prophet with

them. When Abu Bakr became Caliph he did not make any change
c

xn the treaty. However, Umar is alleged to have banished

them from Najran Yemen and settled them in Najran Iraq because
/70\

he feared they would harm the Muslims. In order to give
Q

them a time for settlement, Umar exempted them from paying

the "jizya" for two years.. Abu Yusuf illustrated in his book

the letter written by cUmar to them as follows:

"In the name of God, the compassionate and Merciful.

This is what CUmar the Amir of the Faithful has

written to the people of Najran. Whoever migrates

(from Najran Yemen) enjoys the safety of God and

no Muslim will harm. him. This would be in fulfil¬

ment of what the Prophet himself and Abu Bakr had

written to them. And the Chiefs of Syria and the

Chiefs of Iraq, by whomever they pass, should help

them in cultivating the land, and whatever they

procure from it would be charity for them in the
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path of God. This land is a substitute for

that which they have left. No one has a right

to that land nor to interfere. Whoever comes

to them from the Muslims would help them again¬

st whoever oppresses them, for there is a gua¬

rantee for them and they will be exempted from

"jizya" for 2i+ months, after they have arrived.

They will not be oppressed and no aggression
(39)

will he committed against them."

According to the original treaty, Abu Yusuf also

reported that the people of Najran had to pay 2,000 "hullas"
♦

(garments) to the Islamic State in two instalments: One thou¬

sand in the month of "Rajah" and another thousand in the mon¬

th of "Safar". Besides this, they also had to provide hospi-
*

tality to the messengers of the Prophet for 20 days and not

more. However, this hospitality was abolished after the death

of the Propheti^^ Furthermore, Abu Yusuf asserted that the

garments which were paid by them included the "jizya" (the poll

tax) and the "kharaj" (the land tax), even although they had

sold a part of their lands to a Muslim or a "dhimml" or to the
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tribe of Banu Taghlib. Moreover, according to him, if the

Najran people bought "kharaj-land", they had to pay "kharaj"

(land tax). This tax was not included in the garments paid

by them to the Islamic State. It seems that they had to

pay the extra land tax. This case become clear if we look

at the tradition of cUmar, when he despatched Ya^la to collect

the land tax from the land of Najran situated in the Yemen.

According to this tradition Yacla levied the tax on the land

based on the "proportional kharaj" at I/3rd or 2/3rd of pro¬

duce which depends on irrigation!^1^

— c
As regards the Christians of Banu Taghlib, Umar is

said to have imposed on them double the rate of the "zaka" !
This imposition is according to the agreed treaty between

both parties. According to the treaty, the "jizya" (the poll

tax) is removed from them, and they would not compel anyone

of their children to adopt Christianity. Therefore, if any¬

thing is chargeable from a Muslim, such as the "zaka" of the

property (gold and silver), "sawa'im (flocks and herds), the

land (what is produced from the earth), then twice that charge

would be levied on them. Furthermore, according to Abu Yusuf
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women of the Christians of Banu Taghlib were treated like

men in relation to the imposition of the tax. As regards' the

children, there was no tax on themi^^ However, according

to Iraqi Jurists, children and insane persons, were subject¬

ed to the tax on their land, but not on their cattle. The

Jurists of Hljaz, on the other hand, asserted that the tax

would be imposed on their cattlei^^

It has been said that there are two reasons why the

Christians of Banu Taghlib had been charged by cUmar at dou¬

ble the rate of "zaka" . The first one is because they re¬

fused to pay the poll tax when the collector . came to them.

The second is because CUmar suspected that they possibly

could give information and assistance to the enemy£^5)
seems that the double rate of "zaka" was imposed on them as

a punishment.

In the case of " ushr" (commercial tax or toll or

custom duty), it seems that there are two contradictory re¬

ports from Ziyad b. Hudayr. According to one, cUmar instructed

Ziyad to collect ten per cent from the Christians of Banu

Taghlib and half of "Cushr" (1/20) from all "dhimmls" including
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the Christians of BantI Taghlib. jt seems to us that the

latter tradition is reliable. This is because all the Muslim

authorities asserted that the Christians of Banu Taghlib were

subjected to the tax at double the rate of "zaka " • The Mus-

lim traders pay two and half per cent of the " ushr", there¬

fore, double this rate is five per cent or half of '^ushr"
(1/20).
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CONCLUSION

Before cUmar, during the time of the Prophet and

Ahu Bakr, the imposition of taxation was limited to the

"sadaqa" (zaka) and the "jizya" levied on the Muslims and

the "dhimmis" respectively. When cUmar became Caliph in

634 A.D., he introduced a new policy in the administration

in respect to the imposition of taxation in newly conquered

territory. This began when the fertile lands of Iraq were

Q
conquered by the Muslim army. Umar decided to leave im¬

movable property to its original owners and impose upon

them the "kharaj" on land and the "jizya" on the people.

cUmar believed that what he had decided was in ac¬

cordance with the Qur'an. The key reference is Qur'an, 59:

7-10. According to this verse, the people of the Sawad who

would come after the "Muhajirun" and "Ansar" had a share in

the booty of war. Furthermore, cUmar saw that the Islamic

State would get more income from the imposition of the taxes

which would be used not only for the development of the state

but also in supporting and consolidating the Muslim army on

the frontier of Iraq. cUmar believed that if he divided that
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land that would, obstruct, the diffusion of the Islamic mi¬

ssion* This was because the state lacked the income to

maintain the internal administrative expenses and the Muslim

army as well.

At the beginning, cUmar faced the problem of con¬

vincing the Muslim army and some of the companions of the

Prophet who understood that territory conquered by force of

arms was subject to the law of war-booty. Their arguments

were also based on the divine word, Qur*an, 8.:ifl, and in

addition, they advanced the practice of the Prophet in res-

Q
pect to Khayhar, although later they agreed with Umar.

The declaration of the Sawad by cUmar as ,,£ay,,,

caused a great difficulty among Muslim Jurists and the writers

after them who strove to differentiate between it and "gha-

nima". This was because the ruling of the two verses of

the Qur'an, 59:7 and 8:^1, resembled each other. Further¬

more, the two concepts were not clarified by the Prophet who

left them undecided. Those who were of the opinions that

"fay*" and "ghanlma" were synonymous faced a problem when

they came to identify the content of either one of them ("fay'"
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or "ghanima.").

When they came to discuss the status of territory
r*

conquered by force of arms ( anwa), some of the Jurists

tried to reconcile and to justify the implementation of the

two terms in the "fiqh". For instance, according to some,

the Imam had executive power to decree whatever ruling he

wanted to apply regarding this matter. He could decree

the conquered territory as "ghanima" or "fay'" or whatever

he pleased for the benefit of the Muslim community.

When the Muslim army occupied Iraq, they saw the

tax system already being practised by the Sassanian regimes.

In this connection some ideas regarding this matter had been

given by them to the Caliph cUmar. He moved to the second

step to establish as the permanent administration of tax sy¬

stem the continuation of the Sassanian system exclusively

in relation to the operation of the tax bureau (diwan), with

a few modifications. However, the reports from the earlier

texts about the detail of how GUmar operated the "diwan" are

very scanty. We get information only that Umar had estab¬

lished the "diwan" with the function of noting income from

taxes and the expenditures. In this connection, we suggest
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that, even if cUmar established the first "diwan" in A.H.

20 no real "diwan" existed until the time of MuCawiya.

As to the imposition of taxation, it could be sugges¬

ted here firstly, that the "misaha system" was taken over by
G

Umar with a few changes, such as the rates and additional

kinds of produce were taxed. Secondly, the obligation of

tke imposition of the "jizya" was provided by Qur'an (9:29) ,

but it might be that Umar got the idea from the Sassanian

rates of poll tax, when he introduced new rates. Thirdly,

there is no evidence yet that the imposition of "cushr" was

imitated by cUmar from the Sassanian commercial tax, but he

followed it in respect to the rates of 10 per cent charged
— G

from the "harbi" traders. Fourthly, Umar used his own

opinion in imposing the double rate of "zaka" on the Chris¬

tians of Banu Taghlib in the treaty agreed between both par¬

ties. Finally, CUmar believed that, the peasants had capa¬

city to pay the new rates which he introduced, particularly

the "kharaj" and the "jizya", because there is evidence that

he did not. levy on the land which could not bear taxation or

on the people beyond their capacity to pay.
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If we look at the angle of the opinion of the Muslim

Jurists, it could be suggested here that not all of them ba¬

sed their arguments on the practice of cUmar in respect to

the imposition of taxation in Iraq. For instance, al-Sha-

ficI not only did not recognise the decision of cUmar regard¬

ing the booty of the Sawad, but condemned the institution of

,,Cashir". Al-ShafiCI preferred to follow the tradition of

the Prophet when confronted with the other practices. This

is the method used by ShafiCI in developing his "fiqh". How¬

ever, the Hanifites defend their "fiqh" by taking the practice

of cUmar, besides the Hadxth of the Prophet, as their basic

argument. It seems that, in the second century, the "fiqh"

practised by the Muslims in different regions was not uniform.

Every Jurist defended his own opinion based on his own evi¬

dence and understanding of the original sources and the re¬

gional traditions and practices.
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"They ask thee concerning (Things taken as)

spoils of war. Say: (such) spoils are At the

disposal of God And the Apostle: So fear God,
and keep straight the relations between your¬

selves: Obey God and His Apostle, if ye do
believe".

According to al-Tabarl, the Muslim Scholars had disputed
the abrogation of the verse above by the verse, 8:41*
Some of them said that the verse, 8:1 was abrogated by
the verse, 8:41. They argued that SaCd b. Abl Waqqas

•

and the companions of the Prophet had disputed regard¬

ing a sword which SaCd had obtained during the Badr War.

They had asked the Prophet and he took it from him,
because God had determined that booty for His Apostle
when the God had revealed the verse, 8:1. After that
the ruling of this verse was abrogated by God with the

verse, 8:41. The other Jurists said that there was

no abrogation of this verse, 8:1 and its ruling still
remained. They argued that we had read "Yas'alunaka
cani al-anfal" until "*in kuntum mu'minin", where the
believers (Muslims) had agreed the rules of God and
His Apostle and they could do whatever they pleased.
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that the ruling of the verse, 8:1 was abrogated by the
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one said that the rule which was revealed by God was

abrogated unless someone could produce a strong argument

(hujja), that the ruling of certain verses had voided
»
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or denied the entire ruling of another verse, (see-
al-Tabari, Tafsir al-Tabarl, pp.380-382.).

• •

Furthermore, al-Tabarl, asserted that the Muslim Scho-
lars had disputed regarding the meaning of the word

"al-anfal". Some of them said that "al-anfal" was "al-

ghanima". The other said that it was "al-saraya"(the
military detachment). CAta* reported that "al-anfal"
denoted a thing (animal or slave or property), which
was taken by treaty (without killing). According to

another report, "al-anfal" meant a property which re¬

mained after it was deducted for "al-ghanima" and that

property belongs, to the God and His Apostle. To sum up

the disputation above, al-Tabarx asserted that the pro-

per opinions among them were those who said that "al-
anfal" meant the additions, which were given by the Imam
to the troops in order to encourage them in the battle
or reconcile them in the disputation. This additional
booty was not include in the "ghanima" category, (see-

al-Taharl, Op. Cit.pp.36l-368).

Al-Tabarl, Op. Cit., p.5^6*
••

Ibid., pp.36-38.
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Q _ _

adjunction (ma tuf) to "ma".

Al-MawardI, al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya (Cairo: Mustafa
• • •

al-Babl al-Halabi, I960), p.126.
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ciaries exclusively, exactly as the "sadaqa" revenue,

which was disbursed to the beneficiaries of "sadaqa"

exclusively. The four-fifths of the "fay'" revenue,

according to ShafiCi was applied to the payment of the

soldier, stipends, and if there was surplus it was

used for the repair of forts, etc. Furthermore, reli¬
gious leaders, employed in the service of the "fay'"
beneficiaries were paid out of the "fay'". (Aghntdes,
Op. Cit., p.445).
Abu Hanifa, on the other hand, said that a fifth part
of the "fay*" revenue was not set apart as in the spoils

(ghanima), but the whole of the "fay'" revenue was dis¬
bursed for purposes of general utility of the Muslim

community;, such as the stipends of the soldiers, judges,

muftis, governors, the fortification of cities, etc.
— Q —

Ibn Rushd said that al-Shafi i by mistake applied the
mode of division of fifth for those whom God had mention¬

ed in the verse, 59:7* This was because, according to
Ibn Rushd, al-ShaficI had considered this verse resembled
other verse concerning the fifth of the spoils (verse:
8:ifl). However, according to Ibn Rushd, this verse (59:
7) applied to the whole of the "fay'". (Ibn Rushd, Bida-

yat al-Mujtahid, Vol.1, p»403).
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3) Ibid., p.18.

4) Khalid imposed annually tribute on the people of the
Sawad (al-Hira, Banqiya, °Ain Tarnar, 'Ullays, etc.),
according to the treaty which he made with them,

during his campaign in Iraq. For "ghanima" (booty)
Khalid sent 1/5 to the Caliph Abu Bakr and the remain¬

ing 4/5 he distributed among the Muslim army (Tabarl,
Ta'rlkh Tabari, No. 204I-2373j Vol.3, pp.361-586; Abu

Yusuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, pp.23-27). However, during the
0

conquest of Iraq in the time of Umar, he decided to
leave the Sawad to its people and imposed permanent
taxes (kharaj and jizya) as "fay'" for the benefit of

the Islamic State. The territories which Khalid had
q

made treaty with still remained in Umar's time.

5) For example, Abu Yusuf's main subject was the tax and
economic responsibilities of the state: He referred

mainly to the practice of cUmar in respect to the
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taxation in Iraq. His contribution also lay in demon¬

strating the superiority of proportional taxation over
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GLOSSARY

an agent, sometimes a civilian financial
official. The plural ummal means tax

collectors.

"land", used in the sense of an administra¬
tive territory.

"house of wealth", the Islamic treasury.

a "protected" non-Muslim under Muslim rule.

village, landlord, a member of the local
class of Persian landlords in Iraq who
administered subdistricts. The plural is

dahaqin.

a gold coin.

a silver coin.

a list or register, by extension the
administrative department in charge of a

such a register, also the collected works
of a poet.

"permanent booty", tribute, and taxes which
were identified as the common property of
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early Islamic community and then as the

property of the State.

"a spoil or booty of war" conquered by
force.

an account of what Muhammad did or said or

confirmed, which serves as a precedent for
Muslims to follow.

the "leader" of Islamic public worship,
also used for Muslim rulers.

a unit of area equal to sixty square cubits
which varied according to the length of the

cubit. The jarib based on the royal cubit
of about 66.6 cm. was 1592 square metres.

tribute or ransom, came to be used for poll
tax paid by non-Muslim subjects of the Islam¬
ic State.

an administrative secretary.

deputy or lieutenant or Head of State.

"the land tax", sometimes used as tax in

general not different from other taxes.
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the sermon or speech, usually given by
the Islamic ruler or governor, often at

public worship.

an assembly or council for the discussion
of matters of interest or concern; by

extension, the building where such an

assembly is held; an audience hall, a

ruler's audience; a tribal council.

"measured", land tax levied per unit area

based on a rate schedule.

a unit of weight equal to Zf.25 grams and

supposed to be 10/7 of the weight of a

dirham.

"divided", land tax taken as a portion
of the yield of crops.

an apostate.

the Islamic religious judge.

a unit of volume (i+»2 litres) equal to
a sa'

a land grant.
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a measure of volume weighing 3/13 rati.

The word is used in two different senses.

In the first place it is frequently emplo¬

yed as synonymous with "zaka"» The proper

use of the word is in the sense of alms

giving.

state or crown property, uncultivated land.

"the tax rate of one tenth", or a commercial

tax, or toll, custom duty paid by the traders.
It also used for the tithe tax paid by Muslims.

property endowed for a religious institution,

charity, or the family of the founder.

the Islamic alms tax.
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